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He hasn't abandoned the basic idea. It's the same basic 

idea. 

Man: 	 Did Shaw sympathesize with Anti-Casto-- 

Mr. Weisberg: No. Shaw was a liberal and a Kennedy supporter. 

Man: 	 Here he is shown as a big man behind the movement 

against Castro. 

Mr. Weisberg: I don't really have any connection with that at 

all. I never heard that he did. All of this is foreign to the 

man's life. He had his own life. He lived it his way. 

Man: 	 Is it true that Garrison's Office was bugged 

by the FBI? 

Mr. Weisberg: I don't think so. There's no indication of it 

in the FBI Records from New Orleans that I have. 

Man: 	 And did Garrison claim that in his book? 

Mr. Weisberg: I don't remember. He may have. You know, Garrison 

could have said in his book that the sun rises in the west. 

I wouldn't believe anything else he said anymore then that. 

Garrison had some strange idea. He was 	very worried about 

the telephone being eavesdropped on. He did the most stupid 

things. 	For example, he would use the telephone at the New 

Orleans Athletic Club, where they had a switchboard and telephone 

operators. Any one of those operators could have been an 

informer for the FBI. Any one of those operators could have 

used a patch cord to patch the call he made into another phone. 
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It was amateurish to say the least. He called me up. He 

had Boxley call em up one night. It was a bitter cold winter 

night. He had to talk to me right away, and I had to get 

to a clear phone. He didn't want me talking on my phone. 

He gives me a telephone number to call, which tells anybody 

listening in on my phone what phonep are tapped. I would go 

out and the only phone I could find at this time of the night 

is in a shopping center. It's only a booth on the wall 

and the wind is whipping through that shopping center and 

cutting me to the quick. He kept me on the phone, and I have 

no recollection of what he was talking about, except it was 

utter nonsense. He was paranoid about that, but in an 

amateurish way. 

Woman: 	It was cloak and daggers in a way? 

Mr. Weisberg: Yes. In a storybook way, if that's what you 

mean by cloak and dagger. Yes, cloak and dagger, and storybook. 

I never worried about whether my phone was tapped or not, 

because I knew if they wanted to tap it, there was nothing I 

could do about it. I wasn't going to be inhibited that way. 

You can inhibit yourself an awful lot by fear. 

Man: 	 Stone showed Garrison as a man who is personally 

worrying about Kennedy's death. 	He sees it on his television. 

He hears what people in Louisiana say. "It's fine. He's shot, 

the blood son-of-a-bitch," and he gets a very small chance 

to get into the case, when he hears that Oswald has been 
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in New Orleans at any time, and erry met him. He uses 

this chance to get the whole case, and to make it his case. 

Mr. Weisberg: Most of that is fiction. The first I heard 

Garrison ever talk that way about Kennedy was during the course 

of the conversation we had, which was not all that early. 

I'm sorry I didn't think of this last night, but I showed you 
Uriotewl 

what he was cribbing from one of my books to my face. He want-ed 

Ike,to give a speech, and I told him he was itbt 	ring,  

to write it down and not to memorize but to write it. I said, 

"I have no objection to you using it, but I have an objection 

to your ruining it." 	I'll tell you about that in a minute. 
lvt.t4A 

Before that time, I can't remember ever saying anything unusual 

about Jbhn Kennedy. 

Woman: 	When was that? 

Mr. Weisberg: That would have been by about April of 1968. I 

don't remember hearing it earlier. It could have been earlier. 

It could have been 1967. 

Woman: 	Didn't he started on the crusade the day basically 

after Kennedy died? 

Mr. Weisberg: He was a big admirer. He wound up that way. 

Kennedy's American University speech, he really was very moved 

by it, 	I'll tell you this story. Garrison was --- One night 

he invited me to come out to his home just to chat, and I did. 

We were in the den, and he was writing a speech that he was 
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to deliver at either the Southern California Press Association 

Meeting, Convention, Banquet, or one to the whole State, but 

it was in Southern California, Los Angeles. He was writing 

this speech, and he wanted to go over some of it with me. 

1  He read me part of it. He came to a line that he broke 4U4 

irb-4A 
laughing with, and he couldn't say what he wanted to say. 

I said, "Jim, you have photographic white-wash'and wouldn't 

be without it." I remember the line verbatum because I liked 

the line. 	After I wrote 	it sounded to me like a good line. 

He gave it to me and I pmt. it I think on page nine of the 

Introduction. 	There was a word that reminded him of Shaw, and that's 

he broke up. I was talking about Lyndon Johnson and the suspicion 

of Lyndon Johnson in the assassination. 	I said, "No matter how 

humble his,gathering of faggots, if it's as humbl 
,P-614 	 ,lifis'41--ett4 

they 	 a witches caldron and 	 Macbeth. 

I wanted him to use it. I think it's a good line. Then we 

got to talking, and he said, "Who the hell was behind it?" 

I said, "Jim, this is something I've never talked about, because 

we don't know and we can't know. There's always a danger of 

misleading people." I had already written this epilogue for 
.1 4 

my second book, where I asked the question,  ' 	
-  

and I had begun to realize that you just couldn't identify 
4LRA\ 

that way.: So many people could have/been-pf it, and the 

most obviotiA explanation is that this crime was perpetrated 

he is, 

,‘ 
The "faggots" and Shaw broke him up. 	So, if he liked the trine, 
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by those who wanted to change policy. They could have had 

any one of a number of different reasons. 	It could have been 

those who liked the policy because they were getting the 

Government contracts. It could have been those inside the 

policy. Government, who opposed the policy. It could have been the 

people in the CIA involved in the Vietnam. The self-starters 

and not the agency, and they would 	 did it. 	It 

could be those who had been with the agency who were addicted 

to Cuban Policy or could have made it look like the Vietnamese 

did it. 	You can't begin to imagine how many people could 

have seen benefit in getting rid of Kennedy. 	But I said I 

would tell him this only if he didn't use it, because I didn't 
JfriA/

e  
Cei 

want it to be used and misused the way it has ben misused. 

That's the beginning of his talk about the Military Industrial 

Complex. I may be quite wrong on that. I don't know. One 

of the things I didn't think to give you last night is one of 

their charts of the assassination. 

Woman: 	Charts? 

Mr. Weisberg: Oh, Yes. Boxley and Garrison charted them all the 

time. The only time I've seen Garrison do it except on the 

yellow pad in his office which he kept was at the New Orleans 

Atheletic Club one day. 	Boxley drew up one thing that he 

and Garrison had discussed, and he gave it to me. (Tape garbled) 

then underneath that he has H,L. Hunt. 	He has names that 	mean 

nothing to you like Andy,-  Anderson, who was a man that Garrison 
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imagined had some sinister connection with Shaw, b
ecause the 

man came to New Orleans to see if he could promote
 some 

bull-fights there. Shaw of course, with his what
 amounts to 

an adjunct to the Chamber of Commerce was the natu
ral man to 

go to. 	He was right close to the center of it, an
d all sorts 

of nonsense like that. 

Man: 	 Did Garrison in the chart say the leaders of the 

conspiracy are Lyndon Johnson, CIA, FBI, and he ac
cuses the 

whole American Government? 

Mr. Weisberg: He never accused Lyndon Johnson that
 I know of. 

I think he was pretty explicit whether or not abou
t there 

being involvement of the CIA and the FBI. I think 
he even 

said these things publicly where he was careful to
 give the 

impression without literally saying that. 	I don'
t remember 

him saying Lyndon Johnson. He could have. I just 
don't 

remember that. 	He's capable of saying anything. 

Man: 	 Who could have been Mr. Hicks? Don Sutherland? 

Mr. Weisberg: Is he the one who said, "It happened
 this way?" 

Woman: 	He's the one who said that if he would have 

been there, he would have sent away,  to the South P
ole. 

Mr. Weisberg: That's Bradley. 

Woman: 	Why didn't they call him the name in the conversat
ion 

between the two? Nobody ever used the name, and t
hen if you 

were looking in the credits to see-- 
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Mr. Weisberg: That is one thing that B-r-a4-1-ey says. 	He was 

sent to the South Pole so that he wouldAbe able to prevent it. 

He said it before the movie. That is something that Stone 
-00+17 

takes literally from what he said, anll has no credibility at 

all. 

Woman: 	But he was in charge of all the security of the 

moving? 

Mr. Weisberg: He was not at all. 

Man: 	 The man who has seen the photograph of Oswald in 

a New Zealand Newspaper- 

Mr. Weisberg: That's true? He says that. 	And he says it 

happened before. 

Man: 	 It couldn't have been because Oswald wasn't found 

yet. 

Mr. Weisberg: He's wrong. He believes it, but he's wrong. 

He genuiliely believes it but he's wrong. He's told me that. 

have letters from him saying that. 

Man: 	 This is unbelievable. I don't believe this. 

Mr. Weisberg: You've got the twenty four hour date-line thing 

that they alledge with some confusion. 

Woman: 	Which is what he uses to back up his theory. 

Man: 	 He says four hours before Oswald was caught, 

his photo was printed in a New Zealand Newspaper. 

Woman: 	What would that mean? 

Mr. Weisberg: Who in his right Mind would have done that? 
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Man: 
	 It's crazy. I don't believe it. 

Woman: 
	But, I mean this is easily enough checked out 

isn't it? 

Man: 	 Would the CIA make such a bloody mistake? 

Mr. Weisberg: Of course not. The CIA wouldn't have used the 

picture in any event. 

Woman: 	But this can be easily checked too, cannot it not? 

Weisberg: 	Sure. 

Woman: 	Was it? 

Weisberg: 	Nobody paid any attention to it. It's ridiculous. 

This is the first time it's gotten any public attention. The 

guys been saying that privately, 	Undoubtedly privately, he 

told Stone. He may have given him a copy of the same letter. 

He believes it, There's nothing you can do about what people 

believe. No matter how wrong they are, they believe it. 

They don't think they are wrong. If it doesn't make sense, 

it doesn't make any difference to them. 	Remember last night, 

I said I try to tell young people to apply these two tests. 

First, is it reasonable, and then is it possible. 	This one 

fails the first test. It's not reasonable. 

Woman: 	It also fails the second one. 

Man: 	 Mr. Hicks also claims "The assassination in 

Dallas was a special combat division from Germany in the air 

over the USA." 
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Weisberg: 	That was not in the original script. I heard 

that. 	L never heard of that. What was wrong with all the 

soldiers they had in the United States? 

Man: 	 I wrote down a key word that Garrison said to 

his wife. They were always struggling and fighting because 

he worked too much, and she was alone. He was always running 

around with his ideas, and she didn't like to hear them. 

He said to her, "I cannot fight you and the whole world too." 

Weisberg: 	I don't think anything like that happened, but 

I do think that he did spend a lot of time away from his 

family when they needed him, and a lot of it was nonsense 

that wasn't worth it. It was just socializing. 	His wife 

was a very attractive and charming woman. Very intelligent 

woman. Some of his children are beautiful. I played with one. 

The only one I remember is Jasper. I think he was the youngest. 

A very bright little boy. 

Man: 	 Had they been married long? Were they divorced? 

Weisberg: 	Some time ago, but I didn't keep up with it. 

They were divorced. He used to run around in addition to that. 

I could tell you some funny stories about that. 

Man: 	 Later in the movie an FBI Special Agent Hosty 

felt Oswald should have been an informant. Oswald to him and 

should have told him, "We are going to kill Kennedy," and 

a telex was sent to all the FBI bureaus that an assassination 

in Dallas would come, and this telex was drawn back. 
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Weisberg:. 	I'll tell you what that's based upon. 	Like 

everything, Mark Lane is one of these people that I told you 

last night, thinks that lillies are put on the earth only 

for him to 	on. Mark was making a speech, and he was 

always making speechs in New Orleans. I think it was Tulane 

University. Afterwards, a young man names William Walter 

came up to speak to Mark Lane, and he told him a story, the 

exact nature of which we'll never know. But, the way it came 

out to Mark Lane is that Walter who was working as a clerk 

in the FBI, while going to college to work his way through 

college-- 	The last I heard he was Vice President of a bank 

or President of a bank in Florida -- A telex came in warning 

not specifically it was going to be in Dallas, but that's an 

interpretation they put on it. 	That there was a report of a 

plot. It wasn't quite as specific as they make in the movie. 

The FBI, from Headquarters in Washington, to all their Bureaus, 

it would have to go to all the Bureaus, if he saw it in 

Ivor 
New Orleans, because they were talking about New Orleans. 

1 
The problem with that is that the FBI serializes all its 

records. 	They are serialized by the file clerk when they 

are put in the file., That's when they're entered on cards. 

Thecardhasamlnumber. 	At the same time, it's 

applied to the record, and then the record is filed. 	That's 

.6...01-  filed in chronological order, and they're filed in serial order. 

They can be a couple of months out of order. But, in any event, 
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Man: 	 Is it true that Shaw was before Court twice? 

Weisberg: 	He was in court for Hearings prior to the trial, 

I presume. I don't know, but I think he would have been. 

There were a number of Hearings before. 

Man: 	 The movie shows maybe one Hearing and afterwards 

the T.V. News Show that says Garrison has made everything wrong. 

Woman: 	Yes. "He destroyed the reputation of one man." 

Weisberg: 	Something like that did happen. 

Man: 	 How could you get him in court once more? 

The first time was such a disaster. 

Weisberg: 	He didn't get him there. He tried to get him 

there, and it was thrown out. It was thrown ott unceremoniously 

by a Federal Court. He charged Shaw with perjury. 

Woman: 	Perjury on account of what? 

Weisberg: 	For what he swore under oath when he testified in 

his own defense. 	I think it had to do with whether he knew 

a vvo 41f, 	 fvvo-t 
VA/ 	

Oswald or whether he knew Re_rry. That I don't know. But the 

strange thing is Shaw did commit perjury, and it's understandable. 

Garrison didn't know it, and I didn't tell him. I didn't know 

it then. I found it out later. Garrison never did any 

investigating. False Swearing under oath. It's not just a 

lie. It has to be under oath and it has to be material. 

In other—watds, not on somethg peripheral. 	Garrison, as 

I said, never investigated N±7clun. I was limited. I couldn't 

do things when I wanted to do them. So Iled to do them when 
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it was possible. 	On the rental of the Tradinaii space in 

the new building-- Don't use this. I'm telling you. Shaw 

had enough suffering. 	This'had to do with -- Do you remember 

itg-iwitness I said was so credible from Clinton, where Shaw 

supposedly drove Oswald to get a job in the mental hospital? 

Shaw's testimony was, that was not possible because he almost 

never left New Orleans, because 
1
to worry about all the space 

in the new building that was going a4 It was an expensive 

building, and he was in charge of renting that space. 

knew that probably was not true. 	I found out later, and I 

could tell you in detail if you want that it was not true. 

Here you have Shaw, with these very credible witnesses from 

Clinton , with the black man who was organizing the blacks 
LAO 

to vote. The white people are trying to keep them from voting. 

Both sides, both extremes, agreeing that a man who looked like 

Shaw was there with Oswald. What's he going to do about this? 

It was the one seemingly credible link that Garrison had. 

So he got up and lied about it, and I think most people would 

have. Whether it was true or not, they would have. 	So, 

I knew who was in charge of it from an FBI report on a picture. 

I asked him and when I had a chance, I interviewed this man. 

I didn't get to that part of the country until 1972, maybe 1973. 

In those days, I didn't want to spend for the long distance 

telephone calls, so when I was there, I called him up. 
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I had a tape recording of it where he said his corporation 

had contracted to rent that space, and that he and somebody 

else, and I forgot the name, but I had spoken to the other 

man too, they had gone down-a. Memphis where they were based 

and it was they who were renting the space, but Shaw had 

nothing to do with it. There was a picture of this man 

coming out of the oldTradepafk building with what looked like 

a roll of blueprints under his arm and if Garrison had 

another interest in that picture, he paid no attention to 

that. When the FBI investigated that picture, I found out about 

this man and how to get in touch with him. Not only that, 

but there was a man from New Orleans with him that Garrison 

should have known. He w=e Assistant Manager in one of 

the best hotels in Ore—wcrId. His name was Nick Palmisano 

and I remember that. He could have talked to Nick Palmisano. 

You see, he never was interested in investigating anything, 

assuming, he knew how. At this point, T don't assume he knew 

how. 

Man: 	 written down what he said, Garrison. He 

says to the jury, to the audience, and to the Judge, "Let's 

for five minutes speculate, shall we?" It's all speculation. 

Weisberg: 	Stone added that, I'm sure. 

Man: 	We are shown a scene from the autopsy, and there are 

several doctors, with the body of Kennedy, and some officials 

in normal suits. 	One of the doctors puts his finger in a wound 
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in the back and says, "I can feel the end of it." One of the 

officials says, "Stop it. It's enough now." 	Then the doctor 

says, "Who's in charge here?" An FBI man, or whatever he was 

says, "I am." 

Weisberg: 	Now, let me tell you the reality and it was 

thorough incompetence to begin with. Dr. James il riMA-4--  (name 

inaudible), a Navy Doctor who was in charge of the autopsy 

did stick his finger in a wound in the President's back. 

Forensically, that's the worst thing he could have done. His 

finger only went in so far, and not very far at all. Then 

they also used what they should have used to begin with. A 

steel probe. It went so far and not farther. I think ma be 

it was two inches, and maybe not that much. 	t.t° (.? 

said"The President was shot up here," but he was shot down 

farther. 	Put your hand on my shoulder blade and watch what 

happens. Does it move? Sure. The President was shot while 

he was sitting up. They had him prone on the table with this 

arms forward, so the bone closed off the passageway of the 

bullet. 

Woman: 	 That's why they couldn't get further in. 

Weisberg: 	That's why they couldn't get further in. There 

was no question that wherever the bullet came from, and I'm 

sure it came from-- 

Man: 	 Is it not usual to put one on the table with the 

arms forward? 
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Weisberg: 	That part is usual, but it's not usual to try 

and probe a wound through the shoulder without moving the 

shoulder. 	Sure, they could have put him on his side. They 

could have had him sitting up. I learned this by accident. 

Man: 	 Do they do it with a finger? 

Weisberg: 	Never. I've learned that by accident. Here 

in Frederick from a Radiologist, he described the Scapula 

which is the shoulder bone as the flOatingst bone in the body. 

As soon as I 'said that I realized it. Now, "Who is in charge 

here?" is not unreasonable exaggeration of something that 

happened during the trial. They were examining with Dr. Pierre 

511-lc(?), who was in charge of wound bullistics for the Army 

at Walter 	Hospital. They asked him why they didn't do 

certain things at the autopsy, and he said, "We were told not 

to." They said, "By whom?" He said, "Admiral Kenney." 
L,W1,0cm1v1 

Admiral Kenney was the Chief Sari.teaant of the Navy. 	The 

explanation was, and I don't think it was true, itAt the request 

of the Kennedy Family." I think these people imagined that's 

what the Kennedy's wanted. I don't think there's anything 

conspiratorial about it. 	You see, on the other hand, we have 
14-t 

a written permission by Robert Kennedy to do anything-we- wanted 

to do. He also told the Warren Commission they could have any 

records they want. 	He would keep nothing from them. So, 

anybody who is blaming the Kennedy's now for suppressing 
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is misdirecting their blame. There was a third part to that. 

We had three parts to that question? 

Man: 
	 No. 	At the end of the movie, there is a scene 

shown with Oswald in the book depository. 	He is also shown 

sitting on the table, eating and drinking while the shooting, 

and the place where he should have shot, another man is sitting, 

another worker, with no Oswald around. 	Then finds Oswald. 

"Look at this man. He must have been upstairs." A policeman 

comes. "Stay here. I'll take him with me." 	Then he leaves 

and all four of them go out. 

Weisberg: 	Part of that happened, and part of it's 

distortion. 	When I say it happened, I'm giving it terms of 

the official story, and then I'll tell you what I think really 
14,0 

happened. The official story is that a policeman named Marian 

Baker parked his motorcycle. He ran up to the building, and 

immediately was joined by the building Manager whose name 

ts:71teiy,  Truly to run up to the top of the building. He did not 

have the sixth floor especially in mind. He just wanted to go 

up to see if anybody shot from any of the windows. So they had 

to go from the front of the building to the back. The elevators 

were in the back and the stairway was in the batik. 	The elevators 

were all on the fifth floor, so they ran up the Steps. 	Trudy 

was ahead of Baker. Truly was up;to 	third floor, when 

Baker called him back. Baker looked inside an aperture about 

that big, and a door with a self-closer on it, so it can't 
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stay open, and he saw a man in there, Oswald with a coke. 

Trudy came back. This was on the second floor. Trudy came 

back, and they talked to Oswald and Trudy said,"He works here." 

So they went on up. 

Woman: 	That was in there too. 

Weisberg: 	That really happened. 

Woman: 	 It was a made up theory of what the possibilities 

could have been. 

Weisberg: 	That really happened. However, you've got these 

problems that arise. 	Roy Truk, was ahead of Baker running up 

the steps. Oswald had to get down the steps without Trudy seeing 

or hearing him as he was coming up, leave alone the extra 

flight; of steps he's doing. He has to have had to gone through 

the door that has a self-closure on it without Trudy seeing 

the door moving. Well, they re-enacted the crime. No matter 

how much they tried, they couldn't avoid getting Trudy and 

Baker to the second floor, faster then they Oswald down from 

the sixth floor, to:,the second floor. You have no idea 

the kind of freshman stuff they pulled. The rifle was found 

inside of a rectangle of boxes. The rifle was found, and I have 

a picture in one of my books, sitting up perfectly natural. 

You can't throw a rifle and have it do that. 	So, they had 

a Secret Service Agent inside the box of rectanglfE66ig, 

and there's a man simulating Oswald and he handed the rifle 

neatly to the Secret Service man, who put it neatly in place, 
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and the imitation Oswald kept on running, without taking any 

time to open the barricade of books, and come back, and mind 

you, without leaving a fingerprint on any one of them. 

Woman: 	There were no fingerprints? 

Weisberg: 	Not one. But even then, it didn't work. So, 

the only thing-- 	There is reason to believe that Oswald 

was on the first floor. Besides the pictures I have, that people 

argue about and disagree with, and you'll see in the picture 

you have, of a man that looks like he's wearing Oswald's 

shirt on the front steps. 	You've got McNeil of the McNeil 

Lehrer Report, who was then an NBC Correspondent. He ran in 

and up the steps to find a phone. He has identified Oswald 

- 	irt01.) 

Woman: 	That then places Oswald nowhere the sixth floor 

at the time of the shooting. That makes him an innocent man. 

Weisberg: 	That's true. Yes. 

Man: 	 You mean Oswald didn't shoot at all? 

Weisberg: 	I don't think he did. I don't think he shot. 

You have something you mentioned about eating of a sandwich. 

Oswald, when questioned by the police, and we don't know what 

Oswald said. We know what the police said. They said he was 

on the first floor, eating a sandwich when Juhior went past. 
:rav -k4,44 

He just said "Junior." 	That man was named Drummond. Junior 
(ra rYti fit4N  
arlimmiand, one of the black clerks who worked, and he was filling 

orders. 	That was not at half past twelve. That was about 

a quarter after twelve. 	So, that had nothing to do with the 

as the man who showed him the phone. E. r4 
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crime. If it had been Oswald, he could have gone anyplace 

for fifteen minttes. 	The man that was eating up there was a 

different one of the black men. He had fried chicken. 

Woman: 	That was shown too. 

Weisberg: 
	He was on the fifth floor. 	The bones were there, 

and the empty bottle was there. 

Man: 	 Was the shot at all from the building? 

Weisberg: 	I have to be persuaded. I'm not persuaded now. 

I don't believe so. I'll tell you why. You must have had 

close to a hundred people there. It would be certain that one 

of them upon hearing the shot would have looked up. 

Woman: 	 Where are you saying the shot-- 

Weisberg: 	I don't know. I've always been persuaded that 

at least one shot came from the front. I've always felt that. 

Woman: 	 But not from that building? 

Weisberg: 	I don't think any shot came from that building. 

I have no reason to believe it. 	You see, I take a dobbting 

attitude to begin with. In going over all these records, 

I'm asking myself, is this proof? 	This could be something I 

missed. 	It's something they missed. 	Something we have no 

way of knowing. All I'm saying is on the basis of what I know, 

I don't believe any shots came from that building. 

Man: 	 But there must have been shots from different 

direction. 
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Weisberg: 	It would have compelled the body forward. 

But, I go with the contrary. I showed you the picture of 

his shirt collar. The wound was above his shirt collar. The 

wound in the back was four inches lower or maybe more then the 

Warren Commission said it was. The wound in the head was four 

inches higher then the Warren Commission said it was. 	They 

were wrong on all of these things. They had no eye-witness 

to identify Oswald. 

Woman: 	 As the shooter? 

Weisberg: 	Yes, that's right. There were no fingerprints 

on the rifle, where they would have been left, had he been using 

it to fire. There were fingerprints els where. 	Only when 

the rifle was disassembled would the ' 	ints be there. 

I'm believing_ him when he said it's Oswald's. 	It's almost 

impossible for him to use that rifle to fire, without leaving 

fingerprints that could be detected. 

Woman: 	 Couldn't they be wiped off? 

Weisberg: 	By whom? 

Woman: 	By hhm. 

Weisberg: 	No. He didn't have time to get out of there as 

it was. 	You see they still had Trudy and Baker up the 

steps before he could have gotten down the steps. 

Woman: 	 It was his rifle wasn't it? 

Weisberg: 	The rifle was traced to him by handwriting. 

And the orders, and through a box he used. One of the mysteries 
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is that the Post Office can't up with the receipt for that 

package.jkodeut he had to sign to get that rifle. 13:1/lit was 

to hi box he used, and it was under a name of Himmel, the 
A 

name he used. In that sense, they did come up with Oswald.
 

The handwriting looks like Oswald, but you see it's on the 

kind of paper which is not a sample for a handwriting exper
t. 

I assume the rifle was Oswald's. I do not assume it was 

used in the crime. 

Woman: 	 One can tell if a rifle or any kind of a gun 

has been recently fired. Was this rifle recently fired? 

Weisberg: 	I don?t remember the FBI ever having done 
that 

test. That's know was a swab tett. 	What it shows is not
 that 

it has been fired recently. That's an interpretation of it
. 

It shows whether or not the rifle had been fired since the 

last time it was cleaned.. I do not remember them performin
g 

that test. 

Man: 	 I don't know if you can find out in the case of 

a rifle.If one fires a revolver or pistol, you can find out
 

if it's fired. 	They are nitrate deposits. The Dallas pol
ice 

performed the test the night of the Assassination on Oswald
, 

about 8:00 that night. 	They made casts of his hands and of
 

his face. 	His hand showed traces of Nitrate. 	But h
is face 

doesn't. 

Woman: 	 What does that mean? 
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Weisberg: 	That means he didn't fire a rifle. Nitrates 

are very common. They come from a wide variety of sources. 

If he washed his hands it would have left nitrate traces. 

Whatever he did would have left nitrate traces. 	There were 

none on the cast of his face. 

MAN: 	 You must have them on the face if you fire a rifle? 

WeiSberg: 	A rifle would have left more on his face and nose. 

You begin to get the idea what Stone if he stuck to evidence? 

Woman: 	 I begin to get the idea vaguely about the vastness 

of the problem, because suddenly nothing seems to connect any 

sense anymore. 	Nevermind the movie. Its the realty. 

Weisberg: 	I think-- 

woman: 	There are no answers are there? None. 

Weisberg: 	But I think that the explanation of this comes 

from one, Stone's personality. Two, his success and what he got 

away with, and three, what his central objective was. The central 

objective was to make a statement about Vietnam. 	This was 

merely a vehicle for that. 

Woman: 	 What was that statement? 

Weisberg: 	The statement was we were wrong to be there. 

We had done bad things because of it. One of the bad things 

was to kill John Kennedy. 	He condemned the people who were 

behind our invasion and involvement in Vietnam. 

Man: 	 What do you think about Stone making this film? 
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Sometimes with fiction, you come nearer to the truth then 

with the facts. You don't have enough facts to say the truth 

of this case. Why does he claim to make a documentary film? 

Weisberg: 	He doesn't use that word. He avoids that word. 

But he claimed he was going to record the history for the people. 

Tell them who killed their President, why.Wd../11-tqA,  

Man: 	 That's documentary. 

Weisberg: 	But he also insists it's not a documentary. 

If he had not used those words, I would have paid no attention 

to him. 

Woman: 	 Then it would just have been a bad movie. 

There is something I forgot to mention that might interest you. 

In the epilogue, I forgot most of it, but one of the paragraphs 

was that, "The documents relating to the assassination will be 

locked away until the year 2039." That was in big print. 

Weisberg: 	That has an interesting story behind it too. 

Man: 	 Just let me say something else at this point. 

Garrison said the same thing in court . He said, "Fifty one 

pages about the past of Oswald in Minsk, will be closed until 

2039. Another special document that might show the background 

of anything will be closed until 2039,"and then the epilogue. 

Weisberg: 	I don't remember Garrison ever saying that. He 

may have, but I don't think so. 	It's been a long time since 

I read the transcript. Stone began by saying everything was 

suppressed until at least the year 203)e  that the CIA had the 
01- 

option to keep on suppressing 	 (Inaudible). And I 
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criticized him for that because it's not true. He completely 

went through it. One formulation he used was that we have 

added everything that's come to light. Another formulation 

is everything that came to light in the past twenty years has 

been added to what Jim did, but he's always said that all the 

records were being suppressed. I have a young friend named 

Kevin Walsh, who was a Criminologis4. 	He worked for the HousC 

Assassins Committee. 	He told me this story just two weeks ago. 

No. It was after the movie came out. He wanted to take me to 

the movie here in Fredericks. He was coming up to Frederick 

on Business. He's a private detective. 	He said that -- 

We were talking about this and about so-called suppression 

of the evidence. Remember this is a man who in my first letter 

knew that I had a quarter of a million pages. 	He said he had 

been trying to get to see Stone when he came to Washington, and 

he couldn't do it, because of Stone's awer--stArdom. He talked 

about the palace guard around him. He said, "Finally, I got 

through." I said, "What did you want to see him for?" He 

said, "He's been running off at the mouth about all these 

suppressed records and I wanted him to talk about those that 
rl 

I want disclosed. A young man named Mark Allen is his associate 

in this. They even organized a committee to bring pressure 

on the Congress to disclose the records of his house committee, 

which, as I understand it, under existing law, has
101,  to be withheld 

for fifty years. No special law was needed. As with the 
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Warren Comm-ssion, no special law was needed. Remind me to 

explain that to you because there are legitimate reasons. 	They're 

abused, but there are real needs. 	Kevin got through to Stone, 

and Stone saw right away that if he could get this monkey off 

his back, he won't talk about the other records. 	He talks 

about these records of the House Committee, and even that he 

doesn't handle truthfully, because Mark Allen has gotten at 

least 50,000 pages, and maybe as many as 100,000 pages of 

these records. The committee's records that came from Government 

Agencies, it cannot withhold. It has to let the Government 

Agency decide whether or not they can be disclosed. 	The only 

records the committee can disclose are the records it, itself • 
st 

generated, and the interest to them is not because there is 

going to be a smoking gun going—off, but to find out, like I 

did with the Warren Commission how the Committee works. That's 

the whole story. There's nothing else to it. 	Stone right from 

the beginning is saying everything was suppressed. 

Man: 	 Are there any documents that are still secret? 

Weisberg: 	Yes. 

Man: 	 Are they important? 

Weisberg: 	I don't think so. 	They never investigated the 

crime itself. The Freedom of Information Act has seven 

broad exemptions. One has at least six sub-sections of exemptions. 

One of the things they may not disclose is a matter that is 

currently in court. That obviously is not fair. The one most 
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widely sued is privacy. 	There's the one f6r the closed 

identification of informers. There's one for national security, 

and there's one for secret processes. I think you can see that 

all of these things make sense. For example, suppose somebody 

came up to an FBI Agent he knew and said, "You know that 

son-of-a-bitch Oliver Stone? He beats his wife and he sleeps 

with whores." Should that record be disclosed? 	You see? 

There are all gradations of that. Even disclosing a hotel 

registration, might violate somebody's right to personal 

privacy. Suppose you have a man registered as Mr. and Mrs. 

when his wife is home and not in that hotel. 	See what I mean? 

So there are legitimate reasons for a lot of things withheld. 

These are misused. Privacy is misused. The one most often d/NY -

used is National Security, and secret sources. Those records of 

the Warren Commission that have not been disclosed, I doubt 

if it's as much as 5%. 

Man: 	 You of course, can be heart tell me -- You 

said how many so-called mysteries are not right, but you of course 

know the real mysteries that are not cleared up until now. 

What is not researched, or with normal thinking you can find 

out what is behind it and where the mysteries are. 

Weisberg: 	I'would say that aside from who the assassins were, 

what there is about Oswald that we didn't know. 	Senator 

Russell had that belief too, by the way, and he told me that. 

I think he was looking at it from a different point of view t44 
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I was, but he said, "I'm satisfied they have not told us all 

they know about Oswald." He told me that as we were walking 

from his office over to the Senate floor. The Soviets suspected 

that Oswald was an agent in place, or a sleeper agent. 

Oswald was openly anti-Soviet and the Soviet Union. 	In 

his own personal writing he said that the Russians were f*-g4inking 

Politicians. He denounced them in various ways. He said the 

American Communist Party had betrayed the working class. 

He was not a Communist. Why are they calling him a Communist? 

And what was he doing there? Did he just go over there on a 

youthful whim or was he there on a mission of some kind? 

So there are a lot of mysteries of that sort. 

Woman: 	 Can we dare say that Oswald was CIA related in 

one way or another? 

Weisberg: 	No, we cannot. We can say that there is grounds 

for suspecting he may have had some intelligence connection 

but certainly not on any high level. 

Woman: 	 Even that is not proof? 

Weisberg: 	Not proof. 

Man: 	 If he was a sleeper are there any documents to 

prove it? 

Weisberg: 	No. 	The only document we have-- 

Man: 	 The documents we don't know. They may be in 

a secret safe of the CIA. 
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Weisberg: 	If they ever existed, You can be sure that 

they no longer exist. The only thing we know about that is what 

Nosinko told the FBI when they questioned him. )11ri NosAnko 

was a middle level KGB Official who defected. 	The CIA gave 

him a very rough time. They debated killing him. They tortured 

him for three years, literally. 	This was what he told the FBI. 

Until he told the FB1 that, and the FBI report reached the CIA, 

the CIA treatment of Nosinko was princely. 	As soon as the CIA 

got the report that the Russians suspected Oswald was an 

American Sleeper Agent, it got to the opposite extreme. 	They 

wouldn't even make a simple payment. 	He couldn't have a 

calendar. 	When they saw him making a calendar out of dust, 

they swept up the dust. 

Woman: 	 Who? 
L414)141  

Weisberg: 	The CIA Oap4ain, He was confined illegally for 

three years. 	When he wanted something to read, he would 

read, and read, and read the literature on a toothpaste box. 

So they took the toothpaste box away from him, and never gave him 

anything in a package again. 	Torture on all levels, once he 

said that, so he knows there's no truth. 	(Inaudible). 

man; 	 What I meant by talking about history were things 

like Oswald couldn't shoot because he hadn't enough time to 

get downstairs, and he couldn't shoot in this short time. 

Weisberg: 	Those things are document. Those things are 

well-documented. It's documented adequately in t..me- first book. 
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I forgot the part about the tests that were done on how fast 

the shooting was. I wrote the book in such great haste that 

a lot of things slipped my mind. But, nobody was able to 

duplicate the shooting. 	The Commission's records show that. 

They got the best shots they could get from the National Rifle 

Association. Even under better conditions, and even with 

an over-hauled rifle, they couldn't do it. A lot of those 

things are documented. 

Man: So we can find it in y url book and it still up-dates. 

Weisberg: 	It's just as current today as it was when I wrote 

it. 	All the other things about finding and getting Oswald 

down, it's accurate. I even threw out an explanation about 

how Oswald could have gotten from the first floor, and the man 

who was incompetent offered an opinion on it and I still offer 

the opinion that he couldn't have done that. He wouldn't have 

done that. There's a stairway right from where he was supposed 

to be on the first floor, up to the second floor only. He 

could have gone up there and gotten in that room before Tru4y 

and Baker got there. He got some of his own staff. The 

ones I remember with certainty are Jim 	cock, one of the 

closest lawyers to him and he highest one on staff. Andrew 

( 10-4ear 
Schiambra who was the most junior of them all, but specialist

on Garrison, and Louie Ivon I think was there, the Chief 
J, 

Investigator. I'm not sure about that. Vincent ilandria. 
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Remember I told you "It takes a crook o catch a crook. It 

/41  takes a nut to reach a nut." I had .9ilandria there for that 

purpose. One nut to reach 
fa 

nut. Bill Turner, an FBI Agent, 

who Hoover had fired, and 
	

Garrison, and very close friend. 

Turner was was a very ethical man. He spent ten years robbing 

people for the FBI. He used to do what they call black 

joba He would go in and steal something and come out or go in 

and find something and come out. 	At least this many were there. 

The room was sort of an oblong room, like half of this table. 

I was sitting about here. 	-.P.1-klandria was here. 	In other 

words -- 	I don't know where Garrison was sitting, but he 

was over here in this corner with the doorway to the left of 

him and facing where I was, 'there was a blackboard. He had a 

blackboard there. He was explaining the conspiracy from the 

industrial complex part. In the upper Northwest he had a rough 

/6,-frekk/ 
outline of the United States. In the Upper NorthWst, 

put an "X" on it's face. He went down the Pacific Coast, and 

on the Southwest you had Lockheed': Once again, an "X". 

He went across and you got to New Orleans, and he put an "X" 

).1  there, and was for Michou , also a war manufacturer. He went 

further across the Southern part of the United States, and he 

said, ItThis is Marietta,Georgia,"and he put an "X" there. 

" This is McDonald Douglas." I think;-but I'm not sure where  

New England, I'm not so sure of this, but I'm sure of the 

others, he put an "X" where they make submarines. I don't 
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remember if he had an X at Wall Street or not. 	But this 

was Garrison's idea of just the broad outline. Then of course, 

everybody working for these people were part of it. Every 

sub-contractor was part of it. Then he had people. He had 

the craziest idea. He had a right-winger named Fred Lee "Crisman 

somehbw connected with this conspiracy up at Boeing. 	Well, 
cUd 

Fred Lee risman ceveld not resist a subpoena. He came down 

and testified befpre the grand jury, and Garrison couldn't 

put a thing wzallg. He never forgot him. 	Down at Lockheed, 

he had Eugene Bradley, another man he was going to charge 

with Robert Lee Perr 	Bradley, at one time/pad worked for 

Lockheed and after all, he wasn't all that far away. He was 

in Southern California for only about 10 million other people 

with him, so that was a connection. On and on. 	When he got to 

Michou , he said,"Everyone of the people Z was interested in 

got a job at Michou/." That's an exaggeration, but some of them 

did. 	All that means is that Michoutwas hiring people. 

Some of these people would enter into it add this, that, "You 

forgot about this." S ilandria, inparticular-- Garrison's 

back was to us when he was putting things on the blackboard, 

and Al -C-otighlan-, would make faces in disbelief S iambra 

the same thing. 	Glandria was excited by it. Turner was 

excited by it. 	This is only the beginning of it. You haven't 

included any Military yet. You haven't begun to include all 

the Political prints. This is just the industrial parte  and 

it's only the beginning of the industrial part. (4 411-4A4 
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Woman: 	 That would mean every person over the age of 

twenty one is-- 

Weisberg: 	Is a central part of the conspiracy, unless he 

couldn't be in the Army and couldn't work. I don't know what 

he wants to do, and what the publication wants to do, but we 

could come back to my place to make a copy of one of the charts 

of the conspiracy if you have enough time. 

Woman: 	Yes. 

Weisberg: 	Rudy, we're talking about this Military Industrial 

Complex thing. I don't know what your magazine is going to want 

to do, but I've got a legible chart of one part of the 

conspiracy, one aspect that Boxley and Garrison put together, 

and if you want, we can go back to my place and make a copy of 

it. I would suggest if you want to do that, check out, and 

leave for my place now. 	We'll probably have to make two 
.11-44-1-‘4kai/f/H 

copies, because to begin with, I only haVe a se_co_n4-41-a 	machine. 
pigHOY 	 Oerite/yrapTe, 

I gave it to the Chief of Security Paul acz_eaai, former FBI 

Agent. He immediately took it to the FBI. I got it from the 

FBI too. 	The one from the FBI didn't copy so well, and we'd 

have to copy that in two pieces. 	This is one formulation. 

It could be entirely different tomorrow then it was today. 

It had the same broad outline. They had so many conspiracies. 

Ik‘ is, If somebody got an idea about Fred Lee 
CHS  
R_r_i_6p-  rn? Everything 

would change to make that idea fit. An idea about Bradley, 

and none of these people had nothing to do with anything, it 
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would change to make that fit. But I think this is so ridiculous, 

that it would be very, very funny, especially with the Oliver 

Stone movie getting attention. 

Man: 	 I don't understand, how can a man like Garrison 

who accuses the whole American establishment of killing the 

President, become a Chief Justice? He's crazy. 	He is not 

crazy. He is dangerous for the establishment. 
,t• 

Weisberg: 	You mean the Chief Justice in the movie. -Re 

was only a member of the Supreme Court. State SupreMe Court 

in Louisiana, which is an elective office. 

Woman: 	 So he got elected? 

Weisberg: 	Oh yes. Let me tell you a story about that 

It turned out to be true. I think about it, and it's actually 

little bit true. He once said, "You know, the biggest political 

asset a politician can have in Louisiana is to get caught in 

the wrong bed. " Can you imagine that? And it's true. 

It is true, 	If a man -- Not the women, but if a man politician. 

If a male politician is caught in the wrong bed that's a political 

&Jae" 
attribute in New Orleans, in Louisiana. 

Man: 	 The idea that Garrison was more to the left side 

and-- 

Weisberg: 	That didn't bother them a bit. The only thing 

that made a difference was he was against the Federal Government. 

Let me tell you how well that worked for me. 	I went over to 
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-rak° 
St. Tar;ny Parish which is on the other side of Lake Ponchatrand, 

where there were more so-called Cuban training camps that never 

trained for anything then Garrison mentions or knew about, or that 

Stone mentioned if he mentioned training camps, and I wanted 

to get some pictures, and I was running out of time. So I 

went to the St. Tamlny Parish Sheriff's Office, and I told 

them who I was, and I told them I had written a book critical 

of the Warren Report, and I was interested in learning more 

about these training camps, because I thought the Government 

had lied to us. They loved it. They said, "We'll take the 

pictures for you." They went out and took the pictures and 

mailed them tome. I was against the Government. In Louisiana 

that will get you anything. 

Man: 	 What about KGB theories? 

Weisberg: 	That is the craziest one of all. Do you have 

this morning's Washington Post? There's a story on the inside 

about the rlease of the exchange of letters. 	Did I talk to 

you about these letters before that Kruschev and Kennedy wrote 

reaching towards peace? There's a story on the inside that 

bears on this. It bears a little bit on the disclosure of 

this correspondence. 	The solution to the Cuban Missle crisis 

was we would not invade Cuba. 	What did the KGB and what did 

Kruschev want more? Kruschev had signed a mutual assistance 

pact, such as we have with so many two-bit countries. How in 

the hell can they defend us? What assistance was Cuba going 
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to give to the USSR? But luschev and the whole USSR was 

hung on this. How much face would they lose if the United States 

succeeds in invading Cuba or somebody else does when you're 

supposed to defend Cuba? How can they defend them against them? 

It's not possible. There's a political treaty now. They 

wanted nothing more then to get that Cuba problem wiped out. 

So why were they going to kill Kennedy? 

Woman: 	 What did they theorize that they did? The KGB 

knocked off Kennedy so that Kennedy and Krushchev would not play 

footsie. Then what? 

Weisberg: 	You could argue that, but I don't have any reason 

to believe it. 	Those who were opposed to what Kruschev was 

doing, yes. 

Woman: 	 Then why didn't they knock off Kruschev? 

Weisberg: 	That would have been more difficult, but I 

suppose they could have done. 	I suppose it's easier to knock 

off Kruschev then it is an American President. 	From the way 

I saw him travelling when he was in this country, he didn't 

have nearly the security. 

Man; 	 I have another question in this connection. If 

it was CIA or the CIA was involved in it, they could have 

had possibilities to make it like it was a KGB plot for 

political misuse so why didn't they? 

Weisberg: 	Because they didn't do it. 	Are you beginning 

to see that none of these theories really stacks up to 

reasonableness or possibility? 
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Woman: 	 So what are we left with? 

Weisberg: 	We're left with a mystery. We don't know. 

It's quite possible that one of these forces that we've included 

in the theory found a way of doing it and had their own way 

and had their own motive. We have no way of knowing. That's why 

I wanted you for your own understanding, whether or not you use 

it in your article, to have that Katzenbach memorandum so you 

could see the very beginning, they were not going to investigate. 

Man: 	 Do you think that any private man against the 

Military Industrial Complex men would have the opportunity 

to infiltrate the whole plot? 

Weisberg: 	I suppose it's not impossible. I don't know. 

But they would have had to have had a lot of sources of 

information that most people wouldn't have. 	It was really 

not every-day information. A lot of people knew that Oswald 

had defected. It was in the papers, but how many of those 

people would have known that he worked for anyone? How many 

would have known he was going to be there that day? How 

many-- 

Woman: 	 How long had he been working there then? 

Weisberg: 	About five or six weeks. 

Woman: 	It was a very recent job. 

Weisberg: 	How many would have known for example he 

wouldn't be at lunch or that they could connect him with the 

sixth floor? 
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Man: 
	 What do you think the whole operation would have 

cost? 

Weisberg: 
	I don't know. I have no idea, but I'm sure it 

would be a lot of money. Assassins I've understood don't 

get nearly as much money as we sometimes think, but for a 

President, that would have been a big thing. 

Man: 	 And the whole organization making a victim 

must have been very expensive. All the research before. 

Weisberg: 	That's exactly right. All of the preparation 

would have cost a lot of money. 

Man: 	 It means months Of preparation. 

Weisberg: 	I think in the course of this, we have probably 

talked about those who were behind it, but on the basis of what 

we know, we can't point to that. That's my objection to the 

whole thing, when he represents as being a cru ial account. 

Remember I began this discussion with Garrison by saying the 

most logical suspects are those who wanted to change policy. 

That's still very broad. 

Man: 	 Who were the Minute-Men? 

Weisberg: 	They were an extreme right-wing Para-Military 

group. They were very small, and very able. They were 

capable of violence. They were skilled. 	They in a sense 

from the other side were like your 116'kiArilUi'kt4 Gang. 

I had a source inside the Minute-Men. 

Man: 	 Were they terrorists really? 

Weisberg: 	I don't think they still exit, but I don't know. 
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Man: 	 Did they have connections to Politicians? 

Weisberg: 	I don't think really, no except a few minor 

politicians, of no consequence. They never had any real 

influence. I think I told you last night I had a source 

insdie the Minute-Men and I turned them over to a Police 

Department I worked with so that ended my source. 	I got 

from him some of their manuals. They could begin with a bag 

of fertilizer and blow up a building. 	Things like that. 

Man: 	 Wasn't there also a theory that broke up the 

French Connection? French Secret Service. 

Weisberg: 	They were connected with one thing. They were 

connected with booby-trapping Garrison. 	It certainly makes 

me suspicious about the CIA. Remember I mentioned the book, 

that GaTrison had retitled to "Fairwell America?" That was clearly 

a stilI job. I met the guy who was in charge. With what he 

was doing, if he would have succeeded it, would have been a 

A„4.,„/  '1,0.44 *4 
(Inaudible). 

Weisberg: 	Lee Odom on the extreme T-Ight=hand_side is the 

man who wanted to promote bull-fights in New Orleans. He 

a A b1itiL.-) 
figured in the conspiracy, because he was connected. 

If I can UMs.  for a minute, here is the page in the morgue 

book with his death written in. You can see it's handwritten 

and it can't be fake. A  Here is a copy of an investigation. 

This is Garrison's copy. He underlined the things. 
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Certainly he knew that Perin was dead. 	You notice FBI 

Dallas in the upper right-hand corner? So they're part of 

the conspiracy. Will Griffin was an FBI agent. He's diagonal 

between FBI and Andy Anderson. I've forgotten who Andy Anderson 

is. 	Will Griffin was an FBI Agent who had worked in both 

Dallas and New Orleans. I don't know what these phone calls 

refer to. 	You notice between Jack Ruby and the FBI there's 

a broken line and RothdiMell 	is written in? 	Rothel- 	11 

was H.L. Hunt's Chief of Security and former FBI Agent 

himself. Jack Ruby I don't have to tell you about. I don't 

remember the connection between (Inaudible), but their 

place I think is something like Ruby's in Dallas. That goes 

between Andy Anderson and the Dallas Police. 	Jack Revell, 

he was I thihk a Lt. in the Intelligence Squad of the Dallas 

Police. 	Butler was a Lt. and Singletary -- I'm not certain 

if SingletdrY was a Captain or if he wasn't on the Police. 
Lvde Earl 	*1 was the Mayor of Dallas. 	His brother was a 

General and a former deputy Chief of the CIA. 	Greg Wall 

was an entertainer who worked for Jack Ruby, and he connects 

with both Andy Anderson and Jack Ruby on this chart. 

Charles Cabil underneath, that was the General, and he connects 

with the CIA as you can see. 	Eva Grant, the name printed in 

was Jack Ruby's sister. 	The party photo is kind of a general 

thing, but it could refer to a New Orleans party of many years 
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'FAVVU)  
ago where the two bear a resemblance to both Perry and Clay 

Shaw. But it was not their party. 	It was a televisionj rlw  

party or something like that. 

Woman: 	 It wasn't one of those homosexual parties that 

he infiltrated? 

Weisberg: 	No. 	Not that I know of anyway. 

Cfroto4,0o,  
Woman: 	 Andy An.dx.eses was supposed to be in the heart of 

it. 

Weisberg: 	He's the center of it, and I don't remember 

what he was for. This is one aspect of one of the parts of 

the conspiracy. 	Can you believe anything like this can 

possibly be? 	You see H.L. Hunt is clear on this one, 

The bottom is missing. I suggest what we do is copy both 

of them and the other people can put them together. 

But with that regard, the vast military or the vast industrial 

part of the conspiracy, can you begin to imagine what sort 

tA:a-k 
of a world ' conspiracy these people imagined? We can make 

copies of these. 

Woman: 	 There was a part in the movie, and I can't get 

it together, where Garrison stands in the middle of the street, 

and he looks around, and he points, "This is the FBI 

Headquarters." 

Man: 	 It was only symbolic, because he wanted to say 

it was near the house with the address. He said, "Can you 

imagine that a Communist is in the middle of the space where 

CIA, FBI, ONI." 
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Weisberg: 	Garrison knew so little about that. If you 

want I can get one of his books and show you the pictures. 

But in his book, he talks about going to Guy Banister's office 

after Banister was dead. The building is known as the 544 

King Street Building. The side door, which he says he went 

in from Lafayette, he says he then took the stairs to the second 

floor of Banister's office. 	That entrance was only for 

Banister's office which was on the first floor. 	He says 
aAH 

he's been there. The second floor o-f the stairs were in-the 

main entrance. It was like a house. You walked in these double 

doors, and there's some broad wooden steps leading up to the 

second floor. Even that, he doesn't know about. 	Garrison 

knew that PeAn was dead, but he didn't believe it. 	This 

copy of a police report, that's from today's paper that I 

was talking to Gabrielle to keep. It's on the Cuban Missle Crisis. 

It was the Washington Post. 	This was the story I was telling 

you about , the top correspondence after the Cuban Missile 

Crisis and how it was solved and we were not going to invade 

Cuba. 	Some of those records are now going to be disclosed. 

It was on August 28, 1962 that this investigation was made 

of the suicide of Robert Perin, and the underlining is by 

Garrison. 

Woman: 	When did you get this? 

Weisberg: 	I got this when I was putting the case together 

to break up the charges he was going to file against Bradley 
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and Perin. They made some investigation on it. It was 

simple stuff but they've never done it. Louie loon sent one 

of the investigators named Frank Pa.Uich (?) to the hospital. 

They got the hospital record. They had that record, so they 

didn't have to really work on that. This is Andrew Schiambrj,) 

memo on the whole thing. 	He-axkd.-B--i-I-1---tEu-rrre-r--trere—l-i-ving 

witn_Ja-GaffiSbii--in-Garnia, and they convinced Garrison 

ON,4 	 ) 
to indict Bradley friar' Howard Seymour and Jack Lawrence.c

/;
,j 

I told you they cut it down to two. Alcock refused to 

indict them. Finally, Garrison settled for Bradley in addition 
C 	11  1,  4 ! 

to Perin. Perin was the assassin up at the 	 (Inaudible). 
ti 

They killed someone instead of Perin. That was a Venezualan 

Seaman, according to Garrison's story. Perin was still alive 
/17  

and was the Grassy Knoll Gunman, 	Perin was the guy who 

fired the fatal shot. This is also the explanation for the 

killing of TiplAtAt. The reason Tippett is killed was that 

Nancy Perin Rich called Tippeti. She was the one who was 

married to Perin before he killed himself. 	She called Tippet 
A 

before she went to Texas. Tippettalso knew that Robert 

L. Perin was the assassin and he was on the Knoll, and therefore, 

he had to be killed. 	Does it get sicker? 

Man: 	 Why was he really killed? 

Weisberg: 	Tippett
/
? I don't know. I'm not at all sure 

that it was Oswald. 	That's another mystery. 

Woman: 	 How did he get killed? 
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Weisberg: 	He was shot by a man they say was Oswald. 

This is an interview of Boxley by somebody else much later, 

in which he admits this for this other book I was telling you 

about. 

Man: 	 Had he known where Tippett was while the shooting 

was -- 

Weisberg: 	Only generally. He was home for lunch, and he 

left lunch. He was in his car. There are some reports that 

he stopped and then he stopped Oswald, or ostensibly Oswald 

at about a quarter after one. 

Man: 	 Do you know where he was at 12:30? 

Weisberg: 	Home eating lunch, I think. This is the other 

report. 	It's one of Garrisons's investigators. I asked 

Ivon to have him investigated, so they went to the hospital 
7 

and found out that Peiin had been admitted for an over-dose of 

poison. So Garrison knew. His investigators got this from me. 

They got the morgue book from me. 	You can see there's no 

change in it. 	I was there from time to time, tilt hd had to 

live through this day-after-day. 	If he didn't he had no 

job. 	He was just out of law school. So much for that part 

of the conspiracy. 

MAN: 	 Are there other conspiracy Hearings? 

WEISBERG: 	My God, there's that whole book. Do you 
71,1, 41.1A 3  
have "Crossfire?" I don't know if you want it, but it's 

available in paperback in New York. 	Let me get that and show 
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you some of the insane things. 	The index will show there is 

6,-a4cL' 
no listing for Phillip Dusacy (?) 	Do you see the asterisk 

and these so-called mysterious deaths? 	A friend of Perry Russo 

told(Inaudible). He died of electrocution. 

Man: 	 What is that? 

Weisberg: 	He killed himself with electricity., or was 
441raci„,  

killed with electricity. There are three Phillip DuracyLs 

with none in the index. He's of extra importance, because of 

/Oft:- 
the asterisk and 'his list of these so-called myserious deaths. 

tin t 
He did not know Perry Russo. He did4

see Shaw and Oswald together. 

That was Raymond Bundy. Of the three Phillip Duracys, the one 

he's talking about that he knows nothing about is the 

4/1.1 11Y. 

youngest. He was a high school boy, and he didn't know why 

he was important or he's mentioned in the book. These people 

don't care about evidence, assuming that the Warren Commission 

is evidence. Phillip DuraGy was a Warren Commission witness. 
I j 01:4 

as a boy. FM doesn't know that. He knows hels important, so 

he put the Asterisk in, and he's wrong with all the things 

CLAW- 
he says, and it wasn't Phillip Duracy the boy who was 

electrocuted, but it was his father. 	His father was 

electrocuted and I interviewed the father and the mother when 

Phillip was overseas in Vietnam, and I interviewed Phillip 

in the presence of a family lawyer, with the mothe5 after he 

came back. 	This is a crazy book. He begins by saying, "Don't 

believe a word I say," and that's true. 	Someplace, and I 

don't remember where, he says, "There are no footnotes because 
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I lose my train of thought." That's as good an explanation 

as you can get. Here you have a book of 600 plus pages, and 

no footnotes. 	He got the conspiracy broken down in his own 

way. I never read the whole book. 	You notice he has Lyndon 

Johnson as a conspirator and Jack Ruby? J. Edgar Hoover. 

He breaks them down in Daly Plaza (?) on Oswald, on Russians, 

on Cuban, on Mobsters, on Agents, "G" men, "Redneck", Royalmen, 

soldiers, military. In his own way, he has drawn many of these 

conspiracy theories together. 	But, you can't believe a word 

he says. 	But, if the says there is such a theory there undoubtedly 

is. 

MAN: 	 He is a journalist? 

WEISBERG: 	He's a former journalist, yes. A former reporter 

for the Fort Worth paper. But, I'm sure he doesn't have any of 

my books. He's not interested in fact. Most of these people 

aren't. 	They just live in this Perry Mason world. 

WOMAN: 	 This gives a good idea. 	
a-14:TuL-- 

WEISBERG: 	I think you may find more in there. -Roan- (?) 

is going to make a list of these things. It will be too late 

for you. He's working on it now. I should hear from him today, 

on when he's going to be here. When do you think your story 

will go to press? 

MAN: 	 A week. 

WEISBERG: 	He won't have it done by then. I was going to 

say we could send it to you. He's a History Professor in 

Wisconsin. Let us make these things. 
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Man: 	 I would like to have a copy of this small clip 

on the film, on the movie. 

Weisberg: 	H.L. Hunt was the founder of the Texas Hunt 

Empire, which at one time was a:qabulous wealth. There's 

no way of knowing how many sons he had, because he had the 

belief if you sired enough children, you would sire a genius. 

So he sired on numerous occasions. 	There had been some law 

suits about this. He was a crazy right-winger, but he had 

an instinct for making money. He was unscrupulous. Oh, how 

far right he was. 	Lamar Hunt, and I've forgotten the other 

son's name, but they had gotten themselves involved in a 

scandal with the silver market and wiped themselves out. 

That's the one we're talking about the father. 	He's the 

top of this part of the conspiracy. 	You see, oil is part of 

the Military Industrial Complex. 	Texas oilmen had a motive 

for wanting to kill Kennedy. 	He favored taking away the 

legislative authorization for 27% depletion allowance from 

taxes because they depleted oil. They got that great idea 

on oil, but they never got it on coal. 	That's the kind of 

influence the oil people had. That's just one part of the 

conspiracy. 	H.L. Hunt was only one of the many people 

and the industry part of this. (Inaudible) 	I don't 

want to give you Schiambra's memo, but you saw it about the role 

they had. 	You've now got enough to show that this is what 

they really want to do. I ask myself, How can a man 

consider these human beings when he has a reputation at stake 

and all this money at stake, and when he finds out this is 
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the truth, he's going to make a movie about it? 

WOMAN: 	 Do you think that Stone is going to suffer from 

this? 

WEISBERG: 	I think he will suffer, and in many ways. 

What a way to begin a $40,000,000 movie. 

MAN: 	 Hut it's not as successful as I think Oliver 

Stone wanted. 

WEISBERG: 	I'm sure it's not. The only question is will 

they make money or not. I think one of the problems Oliver 

Stone is going to have with this next project is people are 

going to have a lot more questions to ask before they put 

up money. 

WOMAN: 	 He's already working on a new project. 

MR. WEISBERG: Yes, I forgot what it was, but he is. 

WOMAN: 	 Somebody is coming out with a movie now starring 

Danny Aiello,: Jack Ruby right? 

Weisberg: 	There is a movie being made on Jack Ruby. 

WOMAN: 	 That's the one. He's thinking of making a movie 

on Oswald? 

Weisberg: 	No, I don't think so. Not Stone. 	He may 

have several things in mind that he may not be talking about 

what he's more likely to do. I heard last week that Mark 

Lane's book is being made into a movie. 	"Plausible Denial." 

There's a fraud from beginning to end. 	It will be alot 

of commercializing and all of this is, of course commercialism 

and exploitation. Is there anything else you think you might 
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124.1,A,tvt,c,. 	 41-1/ 

want to copy while you're here? (Tape garbled for a few seconds.) 

ktLvaj4 q4  oaoz,  of which he was over $40,000 in debt, 
10 

working part-time for cable. He was working for the Discovery 

Channel, and he did everything he could to raise money. He 

borrowed from everybody, including his girlfriend, his family. 

He would use his charge card and pay 18% interest, but he 

had no other way of getting money. Finally, he got it done. 

The professor took one look at it, and entered it in the 

annual context. The Council on International Non-Theatrical 

Events. Not movies. 	Plays and things like that. It won 

first prize in the history division. 

WOMAN: 	 It's now available? 

WEISBERG: 	Yes. It's available commercially. They sell 

cassettes. 

WOMAN: 	 When was this done? 	 "-I 
WEISBERG: 	About two years ago. 	He IiiihC7aMf his cal') 

He didn't have anyplace else to live. 	He lived in the car and 

washed where he could. The Discovery Channel offered him 

$10,000 for it, and of course that was nothing. He had all 

.414f 
these debts. 	So Arcson Entertainment offered him $15,000. 

So he went back to Discovery and he said, "Look, arson 

Entertainment is offering me $15,000. 	I'm not asking you 

to give me more, but to give me what they're giving me, 

and I'll give it to you." They wouldn't do it and instead, 
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they fired him, for not taking a $5,000 loss. 	So the roads 

are not all easy roads, but he did a fine job and if you get 

it, I think you'll agree. 	These are no conspiracies, __NQ 

theories -44A  41-.N 

Man: 	 What did the Kennedy family do? 

Weisberg: 	As far as I know, nothing. They did nothing 

about any of this that I know about. I heard reports that 

Walter Sheridan who had worked for Bobby Kennedy in the Department 

of Justice had done some investigating and made a report to 

Bobby. I never saw any confirmations of it. 	Walter Sheridan 

wrote a report that Bobby would not have been able to trust. 

Bobby had no way of knowing that. He wrote a book about 
0/11 

Jimmy Hoff a, for example, and he was working NBC doing a 

documentary on Garrison when I met him. 

MAN: 	 Teddy Kennedy, is he still interested? 

WEISBERG: 	He's never shown any interest at all. 

WOMAN: 	 Can one say that the entire Kennedy Clan were 

all disinterested? 

WEISBERG: 	They distances themselves from it at least 

publicly. 	In the Post Mortum I have a chapter called 

Hait-i's not Camelot, which goes into the efforts of the 

Government to involve Bobby when he was Attorney General in 

endorsing the WarrAn Report even before it was written. 	He 

wouldn't do it. That gives you an idea of the pressures they 

were under.from the government. 
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WOMAN: 	 You said yesterday you were going to tell us 

a story about Gerald Ford being on the Warren Commission. 

WEISBERG: 	 About him doing what? 

WOMAN: 	 I don't know. 

WEISBERG: 	I'll tell you what he did and you'll find it 

in the Whit-e-?4ash Four. They had a man named John R. Stiles, 

who was Past Political Associate and a lawyer. 

WOMAN: 	 He is the one with whom he co-authored. 

WEISBERG: 	 What that really means is that Stiles did it 

and Ford signed it. He was on the public payroll all the time 

he was working for Ford's Book- They called him his Warren 

Commission Assistant. 	He wrote the book, and as you will see, 

he edited the transcript of January 27th, which was classified 

top secret. It was classified top secret until they de-classified 

it for me in 1973. 	Ford's book was out in 19,16. So it 

was still classified. Then he made major alterations, some to 

favor the FBI. He sold these things commercially. They 

didn't make a lot of money, but sold it. 	Then when he was 

questioned by the Senate, he was appointed to be Vice President. 

I don't think it ever happened in our history after Agnew 

resigned. 	When he was questioned by the Senate, he said, no, 

he hadn't used any confidential material at any time and 

everything he used was public domain. This was not. 	This 

was classified top secret. So, you see, he lied about that, 

and I think that lie in context is perjury. Perjury is false 
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swearing about something that is material. 

MAN: 	 Did Lyndon Johnson leave any diaries or 

memorandum? 

WEISBERG: 	 I don't think so. 	Jerry McKnight has been 

getting some stuff from the Lyndon Johnson Library, and they 

are cooperative, but the question is, how much has been 

processed. 	I doubt that Johnson himself had any notes. These 

things would be in the files of Mildred Stefigall or in Walter 

Jenkins; because the Channel 2- Johnson varied from person to 

person. 	I don't think Johnson would have spent a lot of time 

making notes about these things. 	You have one thing, that 

we copie0 yesterday, which reveals that Johnson suspected 

the CIA was part of the plot 

WOMAN: 	 Johnson himself? 

WEISBERG: 	 Johnson himself, according to an Assistant, 

Walter Jenkins, believed there was a conspiracy, and that the 

CIA was part of it. 

WOMAN: 	 And Johnson himself was not part of it? 

WEISBERG; 	 I don't think he was, because I have no record 

indicating that he could have been. 

MAN: 

WEISBERG: 

MAN: 

WEISBERG: 

Who was CIA Director at the time? 
Ltti u:- 

At the time, it was John McGoil.mb I think. 

Does he know about these tapes? 

yLL 

Yes. John McComb may have just died. He's 

an older man, but he lived quite a long time after the Warren 

Commission. 
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MAN: 	 Because he is never mentioned. 

WEISBERG: 	 I think that the man that testified was Helms. 

But I'm not sure. The list of Warren Commission witnesses would 
lv 

tell us that. I've forgotten now. I think John McComb was 

appointed to replace to Allan Dullas. 

MAN: 	 Until when was Allan Dullas in there? 

WEISBERG: 	 Until the end of 196P. 1961 was the first 

year of the Kennedy Administration. In the April was the Bay 

of Pigs, which was an Eisenhower Administration Project and not 

Kennedy's. 	He did want to fire him right away, so after a 

reasonable time passed, and they had an investigation made, 

he was out. He didn't fire him. He just resigned. I think 

McComb was still CIA Director. I know he was in October of 1962. 

I think when he left , he was replaced by Helm$ 	Th.ua Helms 

was in charge at the time of the Kennedy Assassination. 	He 
;2) 

had been Deputy Director of Gampllanoe or something like that. 

After he got out he became a consultant, especially under Iran. 

He made a lot of money out of Iran until the Khomeini revolution. 

He was close to the Shah. 

MAN: 	 Was he interrogated about the case? Was he 

questioned? 

WEISBERG: 
	Yes. Superficially, before the House Committee 

and they let him get away with murder. He denied he ever 

working with them and that was it. (Inaudible) The FBI was 

in charge of the investigation. 
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WOMAN: 	 After the investigation, afterwards, there are 

those who say that a lot of people who were in one way or 

another connected with the Warren Commission died mysteriously. 

There were too many, too quickly, too often. 

WEISBERG: 	Did he use that in the movie? 

WOMAN: 	 Did he? No. 

MAN: 	 There were some killed people mentioned in the 

movie. The movie begins with Rosa -- 

ediraw10L- 
WEISBERG: 	Oh, Pose Sheremy (?). 

because she did predict the assassination. But, she was on dope, 

and she was involved in dope. 

WOMAN: 	 Was she supposed to be a psychic? 

WESIBERG: 	No. She was supposed to have heard Jack Ruby 

and other people talking about this. I don't believe it, even 

though she said it before Kennedy was killed. Part of it 

happened in Louisiana, and there was a record of it. The 

doctor who remembered it was named 
	
ce, and I have a clipping 

1/471 1,11,* 
on it someplace, before the assassination. 	I don't think Ruby 

Was involved. I don't think people who are involved talk 

about those things in front of other people. 

WOMAN: 	 Do you think she didn't say this at all? . 

WEISBERG: 	Oh no, I think she said, but I think she was 

hallucinating. She was on drugs. 

MAN: 	 If it was a conspiracy, and of course if was, 

many people were involved. I think it must have been at least 

fift.j7 or more people. After the assassination, all of them 

That is a strange thing, 
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must have been known what they had done, even if they didn't 

know before. 

Weisberg: 	Some of those who took part, yes. Do you 

remember the attempt to kill Castro, involving the Mafia? 

It was the CIA's idea. The Kennedys'had nothing to do with 

it, but after it became public, Robert Kennedy wanted to know 

all about it. I had one report, but it disappeared, and I 

CiA 
have another report. They had to make an internal investigation, 

and they had to know the truth, because the Director lied, 

If anybody had lied to Robert Kennedy, it would have been a 

disaster. So, their internal investigation showed first, that 

only six people knew about it and second that all six ::were 

high officials of the Central Intelligence Agency. 	Of course, 

you had two guys from the Mafia, and a former FBI Agent and 

they knew about it. The Mafia people -had nothing and had not 

been told that their suspicions were correct. The records show 

that what they suspected, and their suspicions were correct. 

So you see, this was pretty good sized conspiracy 1-t-

out of the country and at least,six people knew about it. 

MAN: 	 In the movie it shows a meeting of I don't know 

what it was, some general, some CIA people, some people from 

Cuba, industry men. They all got together, talking about killing 

the President. 

Weisberg: 	Do you really think that would happen? Do you 

really think people would get together and talk about it? Each 

one a witness against all the others? It doesn't work that way. 
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MAN: 	 It's so confusing what he's doing, mixing 

e - documentary material with obviously'}' ocumentary material that 

he has made new and shooting it in black and white. 

Weisberg: 	That's one of the most common criticisms I've 

seen. It's really dishonest. You had no way of knowing which 

is real and which isn't. 	They tell me he used an 8 milimeter 

camera to shoot that, so that it would itv be grainy when 

they enlarged it, and even more grainy when it's projected. 

I think you're going to have to know what films are available, 

and what are real and what are not. Otherwise you have no 

way of knowing. 	Forget about what you have just been involved in. 

If somebody would tell you such a story, would you believe it? 

Would you believe that a man who has won three oscars would 

perpetrate this kind of a fraud and not be concerned about his 

own reputation, I mean to begin with. I'm sure he's concerned 

now. Would not be concerned about somebody exposing it as a 

fraud? Re would not check it out to see if it were dependable, 

and making so many statements reflecting ignorance of the subject 

matter itself. (INAUDIBLE) (It was the end of tape and very 

garbled and defective) 
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The German/Dutch l'enthouse edition interview 	 4/50/92 
Because the questimint; was e.;tenuive and uide—mnging over a tao4day period 

asked 4,144 if ho would be kind enough to give me the tapes when his story was published. 
He sal 1het and and forgot, Gabrielle, its 	representative, sent me this, prepared by 
a typing service. after starting to read it I decided that the transcription must have 
been done in Germany. It beans with paraphrase -J en is largely transcription. There 
are many errors and omissions that I suppose were inevitable because the service people 
lacked knowledge of the subject matter and of the names. It is not an acceptable sub- 
stitute for the tapes. 

In reading it in haste in odd moments over a period of several days I've made a 
few corrections. 

lay impdession was that they had asked more and better questions than anyone else 
intending to write about Stone's JFK and for that reason as well as for those recoLections 
I had I did want the tape. 

Ori4nalty one of tho editors of that edition waJ to have cone, he could not, kudi 
replaced him and then audi wag tagen ill. So the interview and he story were delayed. 



VL 

I was born in Philadelphia in April 1913 into 1 working 

voLOra-A,  class neighborhood. I went to Wilmington, Delaware, Highschool 

and had my first formal journalistic training in a highschool 

journalism class. While in college later on, I sold the occa- 

sional story to Philadelphia papers. When my father died, I 

went to Washigton in the hope of making more money. There, both of u 

working for 611 4enate Committee, I met my wife in around 1936. U 

Then the Senate Civil Liberties Committee, for which I 

had worked, made me editor and after that I freelanced magazine 

work and then became the Washington correspondent of Clique, the 

third-largest picture magazine in the country. 

In 1942 I joined the Army. I was a military policeman 

and had been with my batallion in North Africa. Back in the U.S. 

I contracted the mumps and wound up in hospital for four months. 

Unwilling to vegetate through the rest of the war and given my 

investigative background I was sent to the personnel office in 

Washington who immediately had a job for me with the OSS. I 

was hired to do presentations. My first job was the Paris case. 

My last one was to write the secret history of the OSS. It was 

incomplete when I got medical discharge. It was stolen and made 

into the movie "OSS" with James Cagney. But they rehired me 

as a consultant civilian. I was transferred to the State Depart-

ment with the part of the OSS that was research and analysis. 

From there I went to become news and special events editor of 

the Good Music Station in Washington (radio). In 1948 I realized 

my dream of becoming an independent farmer. We bought land and 

turned it into a successful poultry fram. (The OSS is the fore- 

runner of the CIA). My most successful work
„I 	

the OSS was on 

Nazi-cartells. 

The poultry farm, though successful, ultimately got ruined 

by low-flying military helicopters. So, I sued the government 

on the basis that the airrights over my property were mine. I 

ultimately gave up the farm and , with the money that I got as 



2... 

settlement', bought this house 	And I returned to writing. 

Then Kennedy was shot. I then tried to place my story 

on the assassination with my agent, but she said nobody in 

New York would touch anything that didn't correspond with what 

the government was saying. Six further efforts with other 

agents were unsuccessful. So, I decided to do what I used to 

do professionally: Wait for the Warren Commission Report and 

then analyse what the government had found out. My first book 

Whitewash is such an analysis. I wrote five more books on the 

subject. Basically from 1963 on I dedicated almost my  entire 

(1,J 1,4 	life to the assaaaination. The last chickens left the farm 
-\4/0  

in January of 1964. 

My parents having come from the Ukraine, I was the first 

in my family to have been born in freedom. Freedom is important 

to me, has meaning to me. Whatever you think of what I've done, 

whatever it is evaluated as being worth, forme it was an 

opportunity to give something back to this country for what it 

has given to me. And my wife was with me all along the way. 

I couldn't have done it without her. 

Stone gave the Dallas government $ 50,000. So, they let 

him shoot on the grassy knoll and elsewhere and let him go 

through with his rigmarole of pretending to be 	faithful to 

history. 

Having cast Costner in the role of Garrison, Stone had 

no choice but to portray him as the good guy type. 

As far as his "research" is concerned, I doubt there was 

any. However, he may have learned a couple of things about the 

assassination in the course of making the movie that he didn't 

know before. 
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Stone 1as been getting away with murder for years. He 

wants to be known as a cinematic historian. He has learned how to 

41 him  manipulate the press. He sees himself as an iconoclast, as a pioneer, 
persecuted by the press. This time he went too far. He talks about 

A/ journalists as being whores, as being paid by the CIA, as a thousand 

vultures, ready to pick his bones. When Lardner's story came out 

(Dallas in Wonderland/Washington Post) the rest of the press realized 

that they were right to go after Stone. The truth had come out. 

On Ferrie's guilt and the Scheim book:  

Ferrie, the homosexual pilot, was fired from Eastern Air-

lines for sex offenses against minors. It so happens that Lardner 

was the last person to see him alive. He had an appointment to see 

him for an interview at Ferrie's place at midnight. He left him at 

4:00 AM and almost immediately after that an iorism (?) broke loose 

and Ferrie was dead. 

Scheim's theory that Ferrie could've gone to Dallas, that 

there are two or three hours unaccounted for in his alibi, that he 

is one of three people who shot at Kennedy, is just that: a theory. 

It is baseless conjecture. The truth about Ferrie on that day I 

have from FBI records: 

They talk about Ferric being in court with Marcello. But, 

being a witness, he wasn't supposed to be in the courtroom. He was 

in the witness room. Regis Kennedy, the FBI agent who was with him, 

wrote a report that Ferrie was in the witness room. I published it 

in 1967. And it was only when this day in court was over, that 

Ferrie and the two young men set out for Texas. They didn't leave 

till after the assassination! Even in Garrison's convoluted theory 

Ferrie wasn't on a plane till the day after. Of course, Ferrie 

could've had reasons for not wanting to be in New Orleans. One 

being that he knew Oswald. I don't know that he did, but he might've. 

But there is no evidence that he had a plane accessible, that he was 

supposed to fly one and why would somebody wait 24 hours to flee? 
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He went to Galveston and Houston and did act strangely, 

but people do all the time. Garrison didn't bring anything to 

life. 

J 

On Ed Becker:  

, 	N; 
(had talked about killing JFK according to Scheim. 
41,1 
	 He is the FBI stool pidgeon who said that, in 1962, Marcello 

...3\  0 
	

Becker went from Marcello to the FBI and said nothing 
ct 	

about such a plan. He was on FBI payroll and if there was ever 

something of great importance to tell the FBI, such a plan would've 

3`5y' 	been it. This t
heory has no credibility. 

In the FBI the first law is to cover the Bureay's ass, the 

second to cover your own. If information regarding such a plot 

would've reached any FBI agent, he would've reported it. 

In this work there are two questions one must ask: (1) Is 

it reasonable and (2) is it possible? The Becker theory doesn't 

pass either test. 

Scheim's book is not about the assassination, but about 

his theory that the Mafia is behind it. He then tries to convert 

fiction into reality. And, by the way, Ferrie was not Marcello's 

pilot. He worked for his lawyer. 

If Scheim claims that Ferrie' connection with Marcello 

was very close and well-known, I never saw any connection. I tell 

you what the connection was. Jack Wasserman (?) was a well res-

pected immigration lawyer in Washington (no Mafia connection). A 

lawyer in New Orleans, G. Ray Gill (?) who did work for Marcello 

and knew Ferrie (he used his office) recommended to Wasserman 

that they hire Ferrie as an investigator. And he approved it. 

It's also possible that Ferrie was involved in getting Marcello 

out of Guatemala, but we don't that know. And we can't ask him. 

He's dead. 
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On Garrison  

Yes, Garrison at one point was accused of corruption. 

But he beat the rap. I don't know if he was guilty or not but 

he won the case. If Scheim says, the proof against him was solid, 

then that's nonsense. The jury acquitted him. 

Garrison did not have any Mafia connections. He wasn't 

covering for anybody (with his suit against Shaw/Ferrie). On the 

contrary, if the Mafia had had any connection with the assassina-

tion, the last thing they would've wanted was for anybody to look 

into it in New Orleans. When Garrison was D.A. in New Orleans 

the Mafia had so many legitimate businesses there, they didn't 

take any chances. They did their crooked stuff outside of N.O. 

The exception was, that everybody knew that the Mafia had power 

and could lean on them. So they backed off. And also, Marcello's 

"parish" was in Jefferson. Garrison had no jurisdiction. there. 

This has been confirmed by,i any N.0.-based journalit. 

I have 250,000 pages of records here. Everybody knows that. 

And everybody has been here, especially for the 25th anniversary 

of the assassination. From all over the world. Not Scheim. 

One of my stepbrother,s was Ferrie's doctor. So, I know 

that Ferrie suffered from halialarisa totalis (?) (not a hair on his 

body). Clay Shaw, he knew, was a well-respected man. A homosexual. 

A man of culture, he wrote plays and one of them was made into a 

movie. He was a sado-masochist (two large hooks in the bedroom 

ceiling and chains and whips that he tried to explain as Mardi 

Gras costuming). 

Stone gave the co-sponsor of the Dallas Assassination 

Center $ 80,000 to be his consultat ... after they foistered off 

on him this transparent fake: The man Ricky White plaims that his 

father was one of the assassins on the grassy know. And who also 

allegedly murdered Tippit. 4.)It was based on lies: According to 
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Ricky hii father and Tippit worked together, were friends and 

lived across the street from each other. None of that was true. 

On Norman Mailer 

He was the supporter of some of the wilder people in Washing-

ton. When a man with that kind of influence and money uses both 

to spread disinformation and doesn't have enough sense to 

know fiction from truth 	(Harlot's Ghost) 

On Mark Lane  

His book is a sham. I've annotated his book for David 

Wrone (?) friend and history professor and many other books on the 

assassination. And there is no value to it (Plausible Denial). 

There are many facts concerning the assassination. with various 

degrees of importance. There are medical facts, ballistic facts, 

and people who may or may not be telling the truth.Tlie government 

never examined the body of the crime. But, anybody developing a 

theory has to build it around those facts. Otherwise, it has no 

validity. 

Garrison is someone who made things up as he went along. He 

fooled a lot of people, including me. I never thought he'd go 

to court without having a solid case. 
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On Garrison  

Garrison can be brilliant, charming, erudite. I don'
t think 

he did it (book and movie) for the money. He is a gre
at tragedy. 

He disgraced himself and the country. 

Garrison plays Warren in the movie. Stone's sense of 
humor. 

Free publicity. It's a bit part, but assures validit
y. 

On Jack Ruby  
A 

Alonzo Hutkins (?), Buffalo Evening news, told the—YE
I this: 

That it was Lonnie's idea for Ruby's lawyer to plead 
that Ruby 

thought that, if he killed Oswald, 	
 

According to the Scheim book Ruby killed Oswald so th
at 

Jackie Kennedy shouldn't have to go back to Dallas f
or the trial. 

t44/4 	 idAft(4)4-4-d /16:11  
(Wei 	 g 4/0  berg has no comment on that). 

2 	̀) la+ ,ttimpet,,,,,--t/i.it 

I have relia le information from Henry Wade (?), D.A.
 in 

Le4 
Dallas, that Ruby had a letter from the Society for P

revention of 

Cruelty to animals (SPCA) expressing concern over hi
s relationship 

with one of his dogs, SheAa. He was known to refer t
o her as his 

wife and they feared that that's the way he treated 
her. Also, 

11-1Leitc- 
he was known to follow a young girl (puberty) explai

ning to people, 

he was just breaking her in to work for him. 

What's in Ruby's demand to be taken to Washington, a
way from 

Dallas? There's nothing he could say in Washington, 
that he couldn't 

have said in Dallas. This request was no more than t
he emotional 

outpouring of a man who doesn't know what he's invol
ved in. 

f14  (ye• 0A/0 	I don't think there'd have been a difference for Rub
y to 

ry 	be charged/sentenced as single killer or part of a c
onspiracy. A 

killer is a killer. 

I don't know why he was so spooky/vague in front of 
the Warren 

Commission. The Commission should perhaps have indul
ged him. But 
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transporting this man to Washington would've made him a great 

target for many people. It would've been an enormous problem. 

Why did Ruby shoot Oswald at all? I don't know. Could've 

been the impulse of the moment. But, because of the logistics 

involved -- timing -- he could not have been part of a conspiracy. 

Someone from the inside would've had to contact Ruby with the new 

agenda and nobody did. It was not possible. Ruby was at the Western 

Union office. And he made no phone calls either. He was in place 

to shoot by mere chance. 

Do I have a theory on the assassination? Because the crime 

has never been officially investigated and was never intended to 

be officially investigated there are no leads for private citizens 

to follow. 

In 1966 or thereabouts I started to ask myself a new question: 

Who benefitted from the crime? If I could answer that, I figured, 

I could find out who was behind it. But there were too Many people 

who benefitted. Ranging from an irate husband to a foreign power. 

We can use this process only to eliminate within the framework of 

what we know about the assassination. Only those people who knew 

about Oswald, his movements and where he was, could have planned 

it that way. 

On Oswald 	 1 

He presented himself as being anti-Castro, but he probably 

was pro-Castro. He was an anti-Communist, anti-Soviet. He denounced 

the American Communist Party as betrayors of the working place, 

and the Russian communists as fat-stinking politicians in his private 

writings. If he had any political beliefs he was a Trotzkiite. 

Orwells Animal Farm was his favorite book. He went through the 

motions of defecting to the Soviet Union, but he was openly anti-

Soviet there. And he came back. 

On Weisberg  

Can I live on the money the books make? Probably not. And I 

don't take fees from people. I undertook an obligation when I 

started using the Freedom of Information Act. I feel better this 

way. I've had a real opportunity that most people don't have. I've 

been able to do something that I can genuinely think serves the 
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interest of our nation. 

If it's impaired my health I don't regret it. I've got so 

many things wrong with me, starting with a plastic artery from 

here to here (thigh), I had my heart out, they took arteries 

from the breast and put them in my heart, prostate operations, 

eye surgery and two emergency operations. Makes no difference... 

Lil is a tax consultant. We both get social security. Lil 

has a small retirement income. 

Do I feel alone in my opinions? Well, yes, I am alone in 

that, and I enjoy it. I wouldn't want to be associated with 

these people (assassination theory lovers) for anything. 
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di)  d' 	

Weisberg tells the story of how an editor at Pocketbooks 

A  (owned by Simon & Schuster) were eager to publish his book White-

wash, but then changed their minds because it would be "like a 

red flag under a charging bull." He put in a word for Weisberg 

at Doubleday, who. also turned it down for that reason. 

Weisberg would still be interested in having his book(s) 

published elsewhere, Germany, for instance! 

Harvef Morgan, former reporter from Cleveland and radio 

talk show host, called me on e night to tell me he had a partly 

confirmed Mafia threat to kill Garrison. 

staff investigator 	
a 

Garrison's staff nvestigator was Louie Ivan; Boxley he 

paid from private funds. They were both regular members of the 

New Orleans glice epartment. Ivan, Sergeant, was chief in-

vestigator. 

I called and told them about the threat. And I decided 

to notify the FBI. I got the records from the FBI of my informing 

them. 

Steve Bordelon 
,
0e) and Lynn Bbisel (?) were two devoted 

bodyguards to Garrison. They went with Garrison and me to the 

airport. And this is what New Orleans security is like: Garrison, 

best known man in N.O., walks up to the ticket window and says 

"You have a ticket for me. The name is Robert Levy." 

Later I learned that the two bodyguards had informed the 

flight cre w of who Garrison really was just so that he would "get 

two steaks!" 

This to illustrate two extremes: a threat to be taken serious-

ly and almost comedic treatment thereof. Once a package of books 

was sent that Boxley Aadmitted dumping A into water to"deactivate 

the bomb." - It was just books. 

One conspiracy theory they came up with included an apart-

ment building owned by someone named Kruschevsky. Boxley figured 

that one empty apartment was used as a communications center. 

Garrison talked about Perin and Bradley as involved in this. Ivon 

and Sciambra talked him finally out of this idea. But he kept on 

with the names Perin and Bradley. 

0//  
r 



Garrison had a report, though, that Perrin had killed himself. 

But he never even checked with the morgue. Or the hospital.) 

I had to get Garrison off this idea. I finally did. I told 

a friend of mine, Vince Salandria, that I thought the CIA had pene-

trated Garrison's office. I made that up. And it worked. 

Soon after Garrison showed me a copy of footage of a tape 

(which I had already seen). He claimed that the man in the picture 

was Clay Shaw walking past a secret door in the building he managed 

and which he uses to get in with nobody seeing him enter. 

This was said of the best known man in New Orleans and the 

"secret door" was a fire door which only opens from the inside. And 

it wasn't Clay Shaw. All nonsense. 

Q; 	Did Garrison indicate or accuse the Warren Commission Report? 

A: 	No. It was inherent, but not explicit. Garrison personally 

criticezed the Warren Report, but the judge didn't allow it as evidence. 

Q: 	There is neither proof nor witness that says what exactly it is 

Shaw is supposed to have done in the movie. 

A: 	Stone is contemptuous of his audience. He assumes these are 

the kinds of things they won't be sensple enough to notice. When 

IreadthefirstscriPtIthoughtitidas 
	

eadful. A poorly done 
u-- 14.12..ir i 

story. The movie not only is about nothing -- Shaw was acquitted! --

it says that it is about nothing. What an arrogant, insufferable 

\ bastard that is. And to think, he could've used documentation. Mine, 

for instance. 	How about using this: The man, running the De- 

partment of Justice, saying "We're not going to investigate this. 

We have to convince the people there was no conspiracy." (Rudi: Du 

has eine Xerox hierzu von irgend einem memo ?) 

He started out with 12 hours of movie and cut it down to three. 

There is no story, no substance, in Garrison's book. It isn't 

even a good novel. I don't want the movie to make money. Though 

the bad thing about that is, that it might prevent people to invest 

in controversial movies later on. 

Stone changed the name of Baxley into Broussard in the movie. 
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On Willie O'Keefe  

Oneof Garrison's main witnesses against Shaw. Garrison 

visits him -- young homosexual, white -- in prison for his 

testimony. 

Weisberg doesn't think that this happened in real life, 

but can't be sure. 

On witnesses of the shooting  

In the movie, a blond young woman (Jean Hill) tells Garrison 

about smoke behind the fence on the grassy knoll. And having 

heard six shots. The FBI tells her that she hasn't seen any 

smoke and that she heard no more than 3 shots. 

Yes, that's how it was back then. She was a schoolteacher 

and together with another woman Mary Morman (?) who took pola-

roid pictures. 

In the movie, Beverly, another female witness, claims she 
d' 
,v,;1) 	saw Ruby run away. When Garrison gives her copy of"herlprotocoll 

) 
she claims her signature on it to be a fake. 

I remember this woman. Beverly slept with everybody, in-

cluding Oswald and Ruby. The FBI took her camera and the film. 

And she claimed she saw Oswald and Ruby together, and that she 

worked for Ruby. And God knows what else. 

I don't remember any woman anywhere saying she saw Ruby run 

away. 

On Dean Andrews  

In the movie he is too afraid to even mention Shaw's name 

in public. 

That's made up. Andrews was quite willing to talk. Because 

he could lie as though his life depended on it and with a straight 

face. 

On the relationship between Ferrie and Shaw  

I doubt there was any. 
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On the relationship Oswald and Shaw 

In Clinton, Louisiana, Shaw allegedly took Oswald for a job 

interview to a mental hospital. The witnesses on that were very 

impressive, covering both political extremes. I'm surprised Stone 

left that out. This was one thing he could've shown as a link 

between these two. 

On Banister and Jack Martin  

Banister was a strange ultra-reactionary who did not deliver 

arms to Cuba and was not associated with Oswald. This story only 

came about when Banister's secretary/mistress got into a contro-

versy with Banister's wife after his death over his files/estate. 

In the course of this she told Garrison anything he wanted to hear. 

In the movie Jack Martin was eye-witness to the arms deliveries 

to Cuba and was therefore afraid of Banister and Banister beat him 

up. 

1 ack Martin was an undependable, emotional, dishonest alcoholic. 

In reality, ality, Jack Martin interested Garrison's office (not Garrison) 

in connection with a possible tie between Shaw and Oswald. That's 

all. And Banister beat him up for personal reasons. Nothing to do 

with what the movie says. 

On Logan (Perry Russo)  

According to the movie we now have three witnesses who put 

Shaw and Oswald together: Martin, O'Keefe and Logan. 

There was no Logan. But there was a Perry Russo, whom I 

would not have trusted for anything. I told Garrison something he 

never followed up on: Russo had some of Oswald's literature. The 

obvious question being: Where did he get it? Did he know Oswald? 

On the relationship Ferrie and Shaw 

In the movie Ferrie is portrayed as being deathly afraid of 

Shaw. 
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Ferrie was a crude, excessively opinionated, unappetizing 

man. There is no reason to assume that a cultured man like Shaw 

would be in the same room with him. Unless they both happened to 

be invited to the same party. There was no relationship. Shaw 

was a liberal and a Kennedy supporter. 

Was Garrison's office bugged by the FBI? There's no indi-

cation of that in the FBI records that I have. Garrison was para-

noid about being bugged. For instance, one night he called me 

and told me to get on a clear phone (public) and call him back at 

a certain number. Real cloak and dagger stuff. And anybody eaves-

dropping on our lines would've known which phone to bug next. 

In the movie, Stone portrays Garrison as personally affected 

by Kennedy's death. When he finds out that Oswald has been in New 

Orleans at some time and met Ferrie, he makes the assassination 

his own personal cursade. 

Most of that is fiction. First time I heard Garrison talk 

about Kennedy and the assassination was in about '67 or so and he 

said "Who the hell was behind it?" -- I told him what 1 thought: 

that the crime had been committed by those who wanted to change 

policy. And that could've been for different reasons. That's about 

,ahen they came up with the idea of 	the military-industrial 

complex. And Garrison and Boxley were then drawing up charts of 

who this m-i complex was involved in the crime (Rudi, Du hast 

eine solche Kopie). 

On Bradley  

He would be X (Donald Sutherland) in the movie. Bradley was 

sent,  to the South Pole, but not 	so as not to be able to prevent 

the assassination. Stone takes that directly from what Fletcher 

Prouty says, which has no credibility at all. He was not in 
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charge of security and the picture, he swears he saw of Oswald 

I 

in a New Zealand newspaper four h ours b fore Oswald was actually 

caught in the U.S., did not exist. 

 
pp 

caught 	ey honest
ly believed 

that's what he saw at that particular time, but it is not possible. 

And, at the time, nobody believed him either. 

Garrison told his wife in the movie that he could "not fight 

the whole world and you too." 

He did spend a lot of time away from his very charming, in- 

telligent wife and his beautiful children. Much of it was socializing, 

not necessary therefore. And he ran around a lot on the side. 

In the movie one special FBI agent Hosty claims, Oswald had 

told him "We're going to kill Kennedy" and that a telex was sent 

to all FBI bureaus of an impending assassination attempt in Dallas, 

but that the telex was drawn back. 

There were assassination threats against the president all 

the time, every day. So, such a telex would've had no more meaning 

than any of the other ones. 
_ - 

Was Shaw in court twice? Before the trial he was in court for 

hearings. And he was charged with perjury on, I think, whether or 

not he knew Oswald or Ferrie. He claimed, he didn't. The case was 

thrown out, but I know Shaw was indeed guilty of perjury in this 

case. 

Scenes from the Autopsy  

In the movie there's Kennedy's body and several doctors and 

other men. One doctor puts his finger in Kennedy's back into a wound 

but doesn't get in very far. And one FBI man claims to be in charge 

of this autopsy. 	
.14-(7 

In reality it was all thorough incompetence. who stuck his 
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finger into the wonnd, made the worst mistake. The steel probe 

then didn't get in much farther. Their mistake was this: The 

president was shot sitting up. Now he was lying down, arms for-

ward. In this position the shoulderblades prohibit any probe 

to advance far into the body. 

The "Who is in charge here?" is a not unreasonable exaggera-

tion of what happened during the trial. Dr. Pierre Fill( was 

asked why he didn't do certain things at the autopsy. His reply:
 

"We were told, not to. -- At the request of the Kennedy family.
" 

I don't believe that, but I think these people imagined 

what the Kennedys might want.u4Then there's Robert Kennedy's 

written permission to do anything they wanted and for the Warren
 

Commission to leave no stone unturned. The Kennedys cannot be 

blamed for suppressing investigations. 

On Oswald and the logistics in the Book Depository  

In the movie there is a scene showing Oswald in the Book 

Depository, sitting on a table, eating and drinking. A policeman
 

finds him while another man is sitting where the rifle was. 

This is the official story: Policeman Marion Baker, joined 

by the building's superintendent Roy Trudy, ran up the building 

immediately after the shots had been fired, just to see if the 

shots had come from any of the building's windows. The elevators
 

were on the 5th floor. So they took the stairs. when Trudy was 

on the 3rd floor, Baker called him back to the 2nd: Behind a do
or 

he saw Oswald with a Coke. Truk,  told him that this guy worke
d 

there and so they kept on going up. This really happened. 

The problem was this: If Oswald had been the shooter on the 

6th floor, then he would've had to get from 6 to 2 in less time
 

than it took Trudy/Baker to get from 1 to 2. This was reenacte
d 

and never achieved. 

Furthermore, the rifle was found sitting up perfectly na-

tural inside a rectangle of boxes. With no fingerprints on eith
er. 

This, too, proved impossible to reenact, given the short time 

they had. 
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Then there is reason to believe that Oswald w
as on the 

first floor. McNeil of the McNeil Lehrer Rep
ort, then an NBC 

correspondent, ran into the building for a ph
one. He identified 

Oswald as the man who showed it to him. 

I don't think Oswald shot at all. I don't thi
nk any shots 

ai-kut 

at all came from the building. But I am pers
uaded that/Ione shot 

did come from the front. 

See, the Warren Commission claims Kennedy's b
ody was pro-

pelled forward. I say the contrary. They clai
m his wound was 

in a different place than it really was. They
 were wrong with 

all these things, so as for Oswald, too, they
 had no eye-wit-

nesses to identify him as the shooter. There 
were no fingerprints 

on the rifle, where they should've been had h
e fired it (there 

4,..,; was no time for him to wipe them off). Yes, 
the ' 
W" 

le was traced 

to Oswald by the order, his handwriting, and 
'he box he used. But 

1 
one of the mysteries is that the post office 

never found the 

receipt for it that he ought to have signed h
ad he received it. 

I assume the rifle was Oswalds. I do not assu
me it was used in 

the crime. 

As far as nitrate deposits on Oswald are conc
erned, they 

were found on his hands but not on his face. 
If he had fired 

a rifle, they would've been on his face, too.
 

On Stone and his movie  

There is a letter from someone (Rudi, Du hast
 die Kopie) 

saying that Stone made the movie to express w
hat he thought about 

Vietnam, i.e., that we were wrong being there
 and that bad things 

happened because of it, such as killing Kenne
dy. 

Stone avoids the word "documentary" in descri
bing his film. 

He claimed that he was going to record the hi
story for the people, 

tell them who killed their president and why.
 He insists that it 

is not a documentary. 

In the epilogue to the movie, Stone again ins
ists that 

various documents are closed until the year 2
039. Which is not 

entirely so. 

Stone also said about the film that he had ad
ded everything 

that's come to light since the assassination 
to that which Garri- 
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son d-i-d. Lk/kit CIA:MAC 

On opening records  

Stone always maintained that all the records were suppres-

sed. Kevin Walsh, a criminologist-friend of mine who worked 

for the House Assassins 	Committee, tried to contact Stone 

on account of all these "suppressed documents" he kept talking 

about. He wanted to discuss with him the records he wanted 

disclosed. Kevin and his associate, Mark Allen, actually had 

formed a committee to bring pressure on Congress to disclose 

the records of the House Committee. 

Under existing law, as I understand it, the records of 

this House Committee as well as of the Warren Commission are 

withheld for 50 years anyway. But a committee cannot withhold 

documents that come from government agencies. Only the agency 

can decide whether to withhold or disclose their own records. 

The only records the committee can disclose are those it itself 

generated. Kevin's got about 50,000 to 100,000 pages of House 

Committee records. 

The interest in such records is not to find a smoking gun, 

but rather to see how the committee or commission or agency works. 

Yes, there are still documents that are withheld, secret. 

The Freedom of Information Act, by which I got my 250,000 pages, 

has 7 exemptions. Such as a matter being currently in court, 

privacy, national security and so forth. These are legitimate 

reasons for exemption from disclosure. The as yet undisclosed 

records of the Warren Commission I estimate at 5%. 

On some of the remaining mysteries  

We don't know who the assassins were. 

There is stuff we don't know about Oswald. The Soviets 

suspected him to be a sleeper-agent. But what was he doing over 

there anyway? A youthful whim? A mission of some kind? No, we 

cannot say that he was CIA-related. He may have had some low-

level intelligence-connection. But there's no proof. If he 

was indeed a sleeper, and if there were any CIA documents, you 

may be sure they exist no longer. 
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On the military-industrial complex  

I remember a meeting with Garrison and Louie Ivan and Jim Eli-

cock and others when Jim explained the conspiracy from the m-i 
com-

plex viewpoint. On the blackboard he drew a rough outline of the
 U.S 

and made "x"s where Lockheed was and McDonald Douglas and Boein
g etc. 

Perhaps one for WallStreet, too. They were all potential part o
f 

this m-i complex conspiracy. And then, of course, also their sub
-

contractors, And theirs. And theirs. And so on. And he hadn't e
ven 

begun to include the military and the political points. They ha
d 

so many conspiracy theories. It boggles the mind. And they would
 

juggle names and people until they'd fit their scheme. 

On KGB theories  

Nonsense. There was correspondence between Kennedy and Kruschev 

to resolve the Cuba situation. The wanted nothing more,to ge
t this 

problem wiped out and were working on it. So, why the hell kill
 

Kennedy? 

On Tippett  

Why was Tippett killed? Who knows? That's another mystery. How 

was he killed? He was shot by a man they say was Oswald. During
 

the assassination, he was home eating lunch. He left and there 
are 

reports that he stopped Oswald at about one fifteen. Who then 

allegedly shot him. 

On the Kennedys  

They didn't involve themselves much as far as I know. I heard 

reports that Bobby Kennedy had had Walter Sheridan, who had wor
ked 

for him in the Department of Justice, make up a report. Teddy n
ever 

was and still doesn't seem to be interested. The whole Kennedy 
Clan 

distanced themselves from it all. 

On Lyndon B. Johnson  

I have nothing indicating that Johnson could've been part of 

any conspiracy. So, I don't think he was involved. He himself 
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believed that there was a conspiracy and that the CIA was C-rte, 
involved in it. CIA director at the time was John McComb (?), 

I think. I think he was put there to replace Allan Dulles. 1,4 

When he left, Helms (?) got to be in charge of the assassination. 

On predicting the crime  

Yes, there was one Rose Jeremy (?) who predicted the assas-

sination. But she was hallucinating, she was on dope. She alleged-

ly had heard Ruby and other people talk about it. 

On planning the crime  

In the movie there's a scene where several people, military, 

CIA, Cuban, industry and what not were in a meeting discussing 

killing the president. 

With everybody then becoming a witness to everybody else? 

I find that highly unlikely. 



Mr. Weisberg: That's an edited book. It's a rough draft. 

Just a retyped rough draft. This fellow's name is. Eugene 

Pr ktt,,,  k.S d' Noi,P( I ak, 	 4,1-  . LVyri4k1 /-kr.--44-143)1 I- 
Perca is (?). 	There were already six people under indictment, 

fki44-k61 
and he was putting Boris Shenken, who was the man who owns 

and controls pocektbooks 	I'm sorry. Simon and Schuster, 

whii6h owned pocketbooks. They said, "We would love to do this 

-lhoK4n 

O 

book, but Mr. Shenken says it would be a red flag under the 

1)• 

 

x • qe 
4k/ 

charging bull. I said, "I can understand that. 	I appreciate 

n 0)°  

lj  

0 your honesty, and I'm very sorry." He said, "We're sorry too." 
9,{4.1 rmr 

The 	Jungle was the best selling book of 1964. I'm talking 

about 1965. He said, "Would you like us to help you?" I said, 

"Sure." 	He said, "Okay. I'll call Doubleday for you. 	I would 

like to read it." 	He said, "Let me explain something to you. 

We're pocketbooks. When Doubleday wants a paperback.put out, 

I'm the guy you deal with. 	I want them to do this book." 

He couldn't be any nicer could he? Then he gets on the phone, 

and he says, "Let me Sam Vaughn." Sam Vaughn he told me was 

Eisenhower/Nixon's Editor. He said, "I've got this book. We 

have reasons we can't do it. It's a great book. I think you 

ought to look at it, and I thihk you ought to do it. 	I'll 

send it over." I said, "Do you want me to take it over?" 

He said, "No. That's what we have messengers for." 	When 

they turned it down,,they said, they reason was not editorial 

Zda,j rotl  Wv1,446:.04 
and not 	 These were two publishers. Big 

publishers who were honest with me. 	If they're honest, you 

can't complain. 
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Man: 	 If one of these great editions would give you 

the chance to publish all of your books on the Kennedy 

Assassination would you take it? 

Mr. Weisberg:No. Then absolutely, I would have grabbed it. 

Can you imagine what the first book on the Warren Commission 

would have been with a major publisher behind it? (Inaudible) 

Man: 	 I know Doubleday and Simon & Schuster now belong 

to a German company. 

Mr.Weisberg: Germany, yes. If anybody wants to publish it in 

Germany, fine. One thing about White-Wash is that it still 

stacks up. If you want the basic facts of the Warren Report, 

that's where they are. It's the only source in the world for it. 

The problem is, everybody wants you to up-date it and there's 

a limit to how much of that I can do. I've just authorized 

a friend of mine to condense them all into one volume here in 

the United States. I don't know when he'll get it done, but 

he started it. 	It's too confusing if these books were to go 

on sale, except for a major publisher now, because people would 

come to us and go to them and we would have to mail ordtrs 

to them and it would be too much of a burden. 

Man: 	 If you wouldn't mind, I could-- (inaudible) 

Mr. Weisberg: I would be tickled. You know, if it weren't 
41_ 

for an accident by mail getting intercepted, Fisher would have 

published White Wash in 1965. 	They wrote me, and I never 

their letters, and they finally returned the manuscript, and 

I never got that. 	That was in a time when the FBI was 
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intercepting the mail for the CIA. 

Man: 	 Can you give me an example of the kind of minor 

lies that Garrison put in his book? 

Mr. Weisberg:Unless he had something in his mind, that itn't 

clear to the reader, it serves no purpose. He tells the story 

about Bill Bogsley going out to Albuquerque, New Mexico, coming 

in by surprise, and there's something about Bogsley packing 

back to New Orleans, because he doesn't want to waste that kind 

of money, and a little bit of mumbo about what Boley was 
1 

there for. 	Here is the real truth of what happened. About 

3:00 in the morning, New Orleans time, maybe 4:00, I was staying 

at the Fountainbleu Hotel. 	The operator said she had a call 

for me from Mr. Harve Morgan in San Francisco, and would I 

take it. 	I said, "Ask him to wait just a minute. I will 

take it. I want to go to the bathroom." I didn't want to go 

to the bathroom. I got my tape recorder because I knew Harve 

Morgan, and a suction cup; and then I lit a cigar. I got 

back to the telephone. Harve Morgan was a former reporter from 

Cleveland, a fine human being, a dear friend of mine then, and 

he had a talk show that went off at midnight. I knew Harve 

wouldn't be calling me at that time in the morning unless there 

was something important. 	So, for something important, I have 

to a recording of it. 	So, what he told me he had a partly 

confirmed Mafia threat to kill Garrison. We talked, and I 

taped the whole thing. Louie loon was 	Garrison's regular 
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Li 
staff investigator was not Bogsley who he paid from private 

1 
funds. 	They were all regular members of the New Orleans 

Police Department. Louie Ivon was a Sargeant, and he was the 

Chief Investigator. He had gone back to college to get a degree 

in Criminology and he was taking exams. Garrison was working, 

un-Godly hours. 	I said, "Oh my, I've got to call this man, 

and I hate to do it." I called him, and I told him what it 

was. We talked for a minute. He said, "I'll pick you up in 

a half hour." 	He made some telephone calls, and he picked me 

up in a half hour. We talked about it on the way, and he told 

me, I remember he said, (inaudible) 	, and I've forgotten 

who else. I told him I had three things. 	He said, "You got 

any ideas?" I said, "Yes, there are three things." I've 

forgotten what two of them were, but one was that I call the FBI 

and notify the FBI. They liked that idea. We had no idea 

about it. We wanted the FBI to be aware of whatever else 

happened. Then I got the records of the FBI of my informing 

them. Well, that night -- I'm sorry. The night before this 

happened, this was early in the morning. Late afternoon, 

the two detectives who usually guard Garrison were name Steve 

Bordelon and Lynn/g..oisel. They were intensely devoted to that 

man. They loved him. They took up a collection among themselves 

and got him a special kind of pistol with his name engraved 

on it. They loved the man, I've forgotten which one looked me 

up and said, "The boss is catching a plane, and he asked if 

you would care to go along with him. He wants to talk to you." 
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He picked me up and then he picked him up at his home and 

drove out to the airport. Him and I sat in the back seat. 

They played Canadian Brass, which was his favorite music in 

the front seat. 	To give you an idea of what security was 

New Orleans Style. We pull up to the airport, and we pull up 

to where you get out to get in to go to the ticket windows or 

ticket booths, and both of them park the car, and Tim and I walk 

in by ourselves. We walk in up to the ticket desk, and Garrison, 

the best known man in New Orleans, all six feet six of him, walks 

up to the young woman, and he says, "You have a ticket for me. 

M name is Robert Levy." M 

	

She gets the ticket for Robert Levy. 

'. im Garrison is travelling incognito? So, we wait and then these 

two detective come and we walk down to where the planw is going 

to be and we talk. Before long, they opened up the gates. 

You could walk right into the plane there then. You couldn't 

in all places in those years, but there you could. 	One of 

the detectives said, "Wait a minute a boss. We have to check it 

out." Tim 	I waited and they went in and checked it out. 

"Okay boss. Have a good trip." As soon as he got in and out 

of ear shot, they laughed and laughed. "We got the boss fixed 

up good. We told the hostess who he is and he's going to get 

two steaks." 

Man: 	 You wrote this story in one of your letters to 

Oliver Stone? 

Mr. Weisberg: I did I think, yes. I'm giving the two extremes. 
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There was a threat you had to take seriously. Garrison, in 

the script makes a big thing about Boxley carrying a .45. 

It was a .38. 	At least in the first script, there's a big 

thing about identification of him as Army because it's a .45. 

It was a 38. Boxley knew how to use the gun, and they sent 

him out as a body-guard. But instead of sending him back to 

New Orleans, they went to Los Angeles, and lived it up for a 

week. The funniest part was they told the story themselves. 

I have where Boxley was interviewed by somebody and admitted 

the whole thing about the book. The package of books come, 

and Boxley emerses it water to deactivate the bomb. This 

comes out in the book the way I told you. Garrison drawing 

himself up to his full and indignant height, saying, "How dare 

you waste my money?" The purpose was served by this. I gave 

the two extremes, but there are many inbetween. The whole story 

of that Baxley, Perin thing was beyond belief. 	They were going 

to include Edgar Eugene Bradley in with the conspiracy of 

Perin. My recollection isn't too clear on all of this. 

don't know how it happened, but the name of the man who 

owned the apartment house was really Kruschevsky. There was 

an empty apartment, and Boxley had a whole thing figured out 

about how this was used as a communication center for radio 

as well as telephones. Nobody knows what you're talking about. 

Anyway, the only thing that was in the empty apartment was 
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cigarette butts and empty beer cans. After Kruschevsky was 

interviewed, when I forced this whole thing to an issue, 

there was no communication but'I thought you would be 

interested in the name Kruschevsky. It really was true. 

I didn't believe it. 	The way it worked, the two people 

who said they couldn't do anything with Garrison, they talked 

him out of everything except these two, Perin and Bradley. 

With Louie Ivon and Andrew Sciambra, whose nickname was Moo, 

he was the most junior member of the staff, and the one who 

most time with Garrison, and Garrison really worked him day 

and night. All of them. 	When I wanted something 	just sent 

one of the staff investigators out to get it for me. Garrison 

it 
knew that he had a report that Perin had killed himself. I've 

got the one with Garrison's marks on it. I've got a xerox of it. 

They never even checked the morgue book. 	They knew he 

was taken to the hospital. They never went to get a hospital 

report. 	These are simple things a child would know. That's 

all I needed, together with what Boxley had put on paper. 

Nobody ever dealt with Garrison that way. He had to fire 

himself or fire Baxley, and in effect, get off the case. 

It's more complicated then that, but this is the essence of 

4,0t,j !LAk 	 • - 
it. I still have a carbon copy, and I had to use a borrowed, 

1 
broken, portable typewriter to work on. 	It's what I gave 

Schiambra. It was on a Saturday. I was staying with a friend 
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of mine who is a photographer. I did my typing there. He 

said, '.'Why don't you meet me at the office tomorrow? I'll 

read it tonight, and Vince will read it tonight. We'll let 

you in the office When we can get hold of you, and you can work 

there.' Then we can call you." That's what he did. 	When he 

called me, they went to the New Orleans Atheletic Club, which 

Garrison used as a second office. Sometimes I think more then 

his office. He called me from there, and he said, "Hal, we're 

coming over to pick you up. You did it kid! You did it." 

He said, "-I'm taking you to the best Italian meal you've ever 

had." It was no exaggeration. His wife is that good a cook. 

His former wife. On the way out there, he told me what I 

don't believe, but I remember his exact words in his excitement. 

I sat in the front seat with him, and he said, "Hal, you just 

kept Jim Garrison from being disbarred by the Supreme Court of 

the United States of America," The Shaw case was before the 

Supreme Court.' I thought of this. I was in New Orleans. I was 

on my way hbme. I said I would come back. I thought of this, 

and I figured, "How am I going to persuade Jim, when these people 

so close to him couldn't." I figured, I couldn't do it alone. 

But there was a real paranoid. Just as paranoid as Jim. 

Brilliant in some ways. Stupid in some ways. Vincent Salandria. 

He was ajlthwrkfAriAll minded. He understands what other 

people can't see. 	Vince was convinced that the CIA was behind 
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everything, including the rising of the sun. 	I figured, 

I'll take Vince. I called Vince up and I said, "Vince, I have 

something to talk to you about." I said, "I think the CIA 

has penetrated Jim's office." He said, "Do you really think 

so?" I said, "I think so. 	I'm going back to work on it, 

and Ivon and Schiambra asked me to, and I think it would be a 

good idea if you were there. I think he would want you there." 

He said, "Oh, yes." I said, "If we take Eastern Airlines 

on a certain date, I have a plane that starts in New York, and 

stops in Philadelphia.. 	You can get it there ,  Hold two seats, 
di'v644471,f14  

and I'll get the same plane in Baltimore.' I had no reason 
f 

to say that, but I was trying to find, "How am I going to convince 

this guy," so I made it up. The one thing I was sure was the 

CIA had nothing to do with Boxley. 	They fired him for 

alchoholism. I knew that they would never pull that kind of 

a stunt of penetrating Garrison's staff with an alchoholic 

they fired. 	Besides that, I knew how Garrison had hired him 

So, he and Garrison just lived it up at the New Orleans Athletic 

Club. 	They had more theories then we could probably have for 

the whole year. But, when he saw what I had put together, 

he and SCIiiambra got together with me. I think he still 

believes it was the CIA plot, but he knew it was a solid case. 

He's the one who persuaded Garrison. I figured if it takes 

crook to reach a crook, or takes crook to catch a crook, 

it takes a nut to reach a nut. 	That's the way it really was. 
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like a story book. There's nothing real in New Orleans, except 

the French Quarter. Everything else is unreal. This is 

exactly what it seems like. That's an exaggeration of 

course. There are some very good people there. A lot of 

people go there to quit the world. It's one of the warmer parts 

of the United States. It's a major city. I knew a young man 

who was a mathematician. He went there to quit the world. 

He could live there more easily He was just satisfied to be 

a clerk in a book store. 	When his electricity was cut off 

by mistake, he didn't bother complaining to the Electric Company. 

He just got candles. 	His girlfriend, who was quite a character, 

finally got him to tell the Electric Company he paid the bill. 

She didn't like living in candle light. 	He was a gifted 

photographer too., Do you remember who Anthony Summers is? 

He wrote the book, "Conspiracy." He used to be a BBC Reporter. 

He is working on a Biography of J. Edgar Hoover now. 	Tony 

Summers came here and three weeks later, I got a call from 

Jim LaSar (?) who is my lawyer and my friend and was Tony 

"Summer's lawyer. He said, "Tony can't find his American 

Express Charge Card. He thinks maybe he left it up at Frederick. 

We thought where could he have been and he came over, and we 

said, "We've got it." We didn't want to mail to him. We 

thought it was too dangerous. 

The story is about Garrison and is just beyond 

belief. 	The very day that Ivon and SctLabra, as I was 
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leaving to go home, asked me to see what I could do about 

keeping Garrison from e} charging Per
4
in and Bradley, Garrison 

had insisted I come back from New Orleans from Dallas. I was 

,/d on my way home from Dallas. 	So I did. My baggage got 

e
iii \ intercepted, and I had to stop and buy a shirt and toilet goods, 

, 	
qv 1  

\IVVtAp }i 	
on the way from the airport. 	It didn't even land in New Orleans. 

	

'..ly'r 	What did I have to be there for? He had the biggest discovery 

	

JV 	of all. I get to his office on a Saturday morning, and he's 

showing me a very poor copy of the footage that remained 

at WDSU, and I said, "Is this what you're talking about Jim?" 

He said, "Yes. Wait until we come to it." I said, "Let me 

make a suggestion then." He said, "What's that?" I said, 

"This is a poor copy. I've got a good copy." He got bug-eyed. 

I said, "Why don't we look at the good one?" So we did. 

He said, "It's coming up now. Its coming up now." There 

is the picture of a man walking down Camp Street, Magazine 
7,-t-adr - 11 za-̀  

Street. I've forgotten where the trad,A4ma-rk was. He said, 

"See? That's Clay Shaw." He said, "Watch. He's going to 

walk past the 	2 7 secret or he uses to get in with nobody seeing 
„._,,, 

him." 	The man was e best-known man in New Orleans, but if 

that wasn't enough, it was a fire door and only opened from the 

inside, and it wasn't Clay Shaw. 

Man; 	 Where should this have been? 

Mr. Weisberg: It was on the main street. It was a fire door. 
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It was towards Canal Street from the main entrance to the 

building. 	What did he need a secret door for?, 

Man: 	 Into what building? 

Mr. Weisberg: The building he managed. The Trad~marl 	It was 

the old Tradeimari-Building and has since been replaced with 

a skyscraper. 	Meanwhile, he had a young fellow there named 

Charles Ft; Steele, 	,k-rf. 	Steele was the guy that Oswald 

had gone to an Unemployment line and said „"Come with me," 

and hand f) some leaflets for a little while, and I'll give 

you $2.13()," sa Steele went. 	Garrison had never done any 

investigating of this. 	There was a time when Jessie Core .Get 

who was the publicity man for the Tradmark had his own publicity 

office in advertising and public relations agency there. 

I got talking to Jessie. We got to be friends. He told me 

people had complained to the FBI -- (Inaudible). 

Man: 	 Is it true? Did Garrison indicate or accuse 

the Warren Commission Report? 

Mr. Weisberg: No. 	It was inherent, but not explicit. Garrison 

himself, personally, criticized the Warren Commission Report, 

and the Judge refused to allow it to be introduced in evidence. 

, Tke la ers.tried to get -it i,ntraducpd as evidgnce. (Inaudible). 
14114- 	3 	- -efous--fiv 	thiAti 	,1114 -wciv-e)--Ptc 

Woman: 	But the said it was very interesting. The people 

who were there were mostly very young people. 

Mr. Weisberg: I think he targets them. 	I think he is going 

to reach them this way. Some were crying when the film ended. 
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Some were tired. I think a lot of them were crying because 

of the love of Kennedy. 

Woman: 	I always find the scene, whenever I see it in 

a documentary or something, I find that very emotional. 

However, yesterday, I was not emotionally touched. only 

at one point, through the entire movie, when Bobby got shot, 

and his reaction to that occurred. Until then I-- 

Mr. Weisberg: I don't think the shooting the Bobby was in 

the first script I had. 	I don't think it was. I've forgotten. 

There could have been something in the script, but seriously, 

I paid no attention to it. He indicated he was going to do this. 

But I don't remember anything physically in the script about it. 

(Inaudible). She is ambivalent. 	She likes some things about 

it. 	She doesn't like some things about it. 	She is more 

informed then most of the movie goers, and she has the 7frusion 

that perhaps there can be a re-investigation now. Maybe 

something good will come of it. So he's been masterful in 

the adeptness of his lies. It is quite true when I said he 

can't tell the truth by accident. I wasn't exaggerating a bit. 

Man: 	 I think it's even bad as . a movie, because it's 

boring and it's so bad. I never seen him so bad. He always 

speaks in the same tone and it un-nerves you. 

Woman: 	Do you know when he starts acting? In the very 

final scene of the movie he starts acting. 
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Man: 	 He He starts crying. He has tears in his eyes. 

It was the only change in his face the whole film. After 

three hours, it was the first time he makes another face. 

Mr. Weisberg: That's not like Garrison. 	Is that in his speech 

to the jury? 	Where does it end? 

Man: 	 There. 

Mr, Weisberg: That's where it ends? 

Woman: 	Yes. He's a desperate man. 

Mr. Weisberg: For me, I would surprised if Costner didn't feel 

that. From what I've been reading of the things he's been 

quote as saying. 

Man: 	 Costner was tired. 	They started shooting just 

after he had finished Robin Hood. He was tired. He should have 

had a break of two or three months. 

Woman: 	These names. All these big names you mentioned. 

I don't know if these names mean anything to Germany. 	Does 

Ed Asner mean anything in Germany? 

Man: 	 All these stars. Jack Lemmon. Donald Sutherland. 

Mr. Weisberg: Donald Sutherland has a history of this. He used 

to be the brother•;-in-law of a close associate of 1114-14-0- and 

6̀ach'one is as (immoral as the other. They are a particularly 

eloquent,passionate people, but no morals and no ethics 

at all. His name is Donald Fr4led. He and Lane commercialized 

anentrpment of Garrison by the French Intelligence,(Here it is 

))E,CL.-  
(naudible.) 	It was called -- The original title in Europe 

was called "American Burns." Garrison got them to retitle it.  
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He got them to retitle it "Farewell America." They actually 

turned out a fake book on this. It was a best seller in 

Europe. 	It was a dud over here, because it couldn't into 

countr . It was so liablous, you can't imagine. 	Donald 

F 	
and Mark Lane cribbed that and wrote a book called 

"Executive Action." They stole it right from that book. 

"Executive Action"made a movie. 	Sutherland's sister was 

married to Fried at that time. I don't know if she's still 

married to him or not. Sutherland had been keyed on all of 

this all along. 	He had been a close friend of Lane's and 

a close friend of Fried's. 	They don't care what they say. 

As long as it condemns the Government, they're all for it. 

Lane's book, I just heard, which was a terrible thing, and 

it's being made into a movie. (?)44441J5 	.Plq(0 

Woman: 	This laSlone? 

Mr. Weisberg: This last one. I think once the ice is broken 

there will be a lot of them, but they won't be high-budget 

movies. 	They'll be low-budget movies. 	Not only for the 

business, but it seems to me that's what's going to be 

sensible. They're going to capitalize on all the advertising 

and exploitation of this one, and turn out a tee-pee as fast 

as they can. 	"Lmplausible Denial" lends itself to this. 

Man: 	 For me, the movie shows Garrison as a loser, 

because he doesn't know how to handle his family. His wife 

wants to run away. The children don't know him. He does 
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not talk about the family. He loses the first trial against 

Shaw, and the second one. 	He doesn'tEven have a link between 

Shaw and the conspiration, the accusers. 	There is no proof 

nor any witness who says what Shaw should have done. The 

film doesn't show what Shaw should have done. 

Mr. Weisberg: Are you not speaking to the contempt that Stone 

has for his audience? 	He's contettuous of his audience. 

He assumes these are the kinds of things they won't be sensible 

enough to notice. Remember, I told you when I read first script, 

I thought it was dreadful. I thought it was a ghastly script. 

A bad script. I don't know anything about scripts, but the 

script struck me as being a very poorly done story. You see, 

you're pointing out some of these flaws don't exist. Over 

three hours, you can't have this kind of thing in there. I 

think the reason is they were probably worried about it. 

Man: 	 I don't know what Stone claims Shaw thought. 

Was he a homosexual? A businessman with a not so well-known 

back-ground. He knows Oswald. He knows Perin. No one 

said he had shot or he had told anyone to shoot. That he 

organized anything. It's no way said in the whole movie. 

Woman: 	How could you, because let's face it, in reality 

the man was not guilty. He couldn't have done any of that. 

He didn't. 

Mr. Weisberg: The strange thing is, you have a movie here -- 

I think you hit one of the few points, that not only is 
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about nothing but you're saying says it's about nothing. 

That's true. 	What an arrogant insufferable bastard that is. 

You know if'he paid any attention to my letter, if he would 

stop to think about it, that he said, "I have to know what 

these nuts I have around me that I'm exploiting can't tell 

me." He could have done a better job even within his own 

format. He could have used, for example, documentation. 

Some of the documents I gave you, I don't know if they're 

going to interest you or not, but wouldn't it have been powerful 

to have a man running the Department of Justice saying, 

"We're not going to investigate this? 	You have to convince 

the people there was no conspiracy." That kind of thing. 

Just a little bit of something like that which would have 

worked in easily. 	As I remember, what he's saying in the 

script'. 

Woman: 	So he started out with like twelve hours of a 

movie, and he cut it down to three, and he was apparently in 

a rush. Maybe it's a matter of being a bad cutting job. 

Mr. Weisberg: I think that becomes a spiteful editing job then. 

Because in making twelve hours, he certainly didn't expect 

to be throwing nine hours away. 

Man: 	 A Director needs so much if he doesn't know what 

he wants to tell. 	He doesn't have a story. 

Mr. WeiMperg: I think Stone himself supervised the editing. 

Woman: 	He did it himself. 
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Man: 	 He doesn't know his story. What is the story? 

Mr. Weisberg: That's exactly the point. There is no story, 

in Garrison's book. There is not even a good novel. I don't 

know. Maybe it could make a novel. You see, when there's no 

substance to it to begin with, it says, "You've got -- 

That's not even a skeleton. You need more then that." 

I 	
PA1 

haven't seen-the movie in so long, I have no right to offer 

an opinion. But I'm talking about something sensible like 

a book or even a magazine article. I'm glad there are so few 

people. I don't want it to make money. There's one bad 

thing about it not making money. 	It will discourage people 

who invest in movies from invetting in controversial movies. 

I want them to learn a lesson, not to invest in a movie like 

this, which is so palpably dishonest. You can do controversial 

films and be scrupulous. 

Man: 	 The Cinema was empty. 

Mr. Weisberg: I'm glad to hear that. 	I'm talking about Mr. 
11.4- 

George Lidner who saw the movie and said he found it 

would impress people and thought it would make money. I said, 

"I think it's going to make money right off the bat, but I have 

doubts about it continuing to make money." 	He said,"Why do 

you say that?" I said, "Because of word of mouth. The word 

will get around that there's nothing to it." 	You have the 

younger people who are uneasy about the whole era. You -- 
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Woman- 	They go in and think they're learning something
. 

Mr. Weisberg: Yes, and they're uneasy about the
 assassination. 

They're uneasy about Vietnam. 	There's
 going to be an appeal 

to them. And I don't think they're going to th
ink. I think 

? 
they're going to be moot. 	I think it will c

ontinue to appeal 

to them. Perhaps not as many as now, but it's 
first week 

was less impressive. The first weekend was les
s impressive 

thqn they had expected. It was fifth of all of
 the movies, 

and I would have thought all of that promotion 
and all that 

controversy and petty advertising, it would hav
e been first. 

The character Brusard at the end, the name was 
substituted for 

Boxley. Baxley can't sue because he's dead. 

Woman: 	Who was Brusard? 

Mr. Weisberg: Wasn't there a man Brusard in it?
 	Isn't he the 

member of the staff? The lawyer who was negati
ve and finally 

the one who was an enemy? 

Woman: 	Yes. 

Man: 	 There were so many characters and so many name
s. 

It got confusing. 

Mr. Weisberg: That's not the way it was in the 
original script. 

He has Boxley a main character throughout the e
ntire original 

script. 

Woman: 	What was Boxley's first name? 

Mr. Weisberg: Bill. I understand he changed the
 name to Brusard. 

Woman: 	Why? 
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Mr. Weisberg: Because he didn't want to be connected with the 

terrible things that I had exposed. 

Man: 	 Who is Willie O'Keefe? Garrison visits him in 

prions, and he is the one who gives the first hint on Shaw. 

Woman: 	The young boy who is homosexual. 

Mr. Weisberg: That didn't happen. That was made up, and it 

wasn't in the original script. 

Woman: 	There was no Willie O'Keefe in reality anywhere? 

Mr. Weisberg: It didn't exist. 

Woman: 	Or a young boy? 

Mr. Weisberg: No. 	And, I don't remember anything in the script 

about Shaw visiting anybody in jail. 

Woman: 	He was a major role, this Willie O'Keefe. 

Man: 	 He was one of the main witnesses against Shaw who 
,44 

is called Bertra0 at first. 

Mr. Weisberg: Was he white or black? 

Woman: 	White. 

Mr. Weisberg: There was a young, black dope addict, whose name 

was Raymond Bundy, who was a witness. He had no credibility 

but Garrison put him on. He talked about seeing Shaw and Oswald 

go into Lake Front when Shaw gave Oswald money. It can't be 

him then. There are allegations that we have often heard of 

course about Shaw having young boys, but I've never heard of 

any association with any young boy, but on the other hand, I 
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was indifferent to that. I've been trying to find that out. 

It may very well have been something like that was true. 

I'm certain there was nothing in the script about Shaw 

going to jail to visit a young man. 

Man: 	 Not Shaw. Garrison. 

Weisberg: 	Garrison? That could be. That could be. 

I've forgotten. I don't think so, but that could be. It could 

have never happened in real life. 	Stone made it up. 

Man: 	 There's another scene I noticed with Garrison 

finding out that there were witnesses who said there smoke 

behind the fence at Daly Plaza. 

Mr. Weisberg: No. It was talked about at the time, but it 

didn't figure in the trial. 	It was talked about from the 

very first. 

Man: 	 In the movie he researches it. He asks a blond, 

young woman, who tells him, "I saw smoke behind the fence. 

I told it to the FBI, and they told me, you haven't seen this. 

You have only heard three shots, and not six." 

Mr. Weisberg: That's Jean Hill, and she did say that, but I 

don't think she said anything about smoke behind the fence. 

Jean Hill has a book coming out. She was a school teacher. 

don't know what she is now. She was with Mary Morman when 
A 

Mary Morman (?) took some polaroid pictures. The Secret 

Service, she said did tell her that, "We have three empty shells. 
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There were three shots, and that's all there is to it. 

You didn't hear anymore." That's been known all along. Jean 

Hill used to be married. They still refer to her in the Dallas 

papers as being Jean Hill. 	There was only a little bit of 

talk then about smoke behind the fence, but he is talking 

about, and what he was building up to, Gary Mack wouldn't let 

him have. That's some work that was done on a Polaroid picture 

taken by Mary Morman. Two friends of mine had done the work. 

I have one of the two best prints of it. The Polaroid had 

begun to deterioate, but the one I have is the clearest one. 

The other one has more contrast, and they thing that because it 

has more contrast, it would be more effective in the enhancement 

process. There has been some, and there will be more. I would 

say that's less then ten years old or maybe ten years old. 

He's added that to it. It didn't exist at the time. 

Man: 	 There was another female witness? Beverly so and so? 

Mr. Weisberg: This is amazing: She slept with everybody except 

Jesus Christ, and then got religion? 	She was the babushka 

lady, and the FBI took her camera and her film, and she saw 

Oswald and Ruby together, besides sleeping with each one of 

them. I don't know how many stories she's told. 

Woman: 	She was a stripper? 

Mr. Weisberg: She said she worked for Ruby. I don't know if she 

did or not. 
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Man: 	 Beverly is shown with a very well situated 

family in a fancy house, and very luxurious, and she is the 

one 'Oho said she saw Ruby run away, and when Garrison shows 

her the protocol, she says, "That's not my handwriting. 

It's Fake." 

Mr. Weisberg: I don't know what that could be, because I don't 

remember any woman in any of the records saying she saw ,Ruby 

go away. There was one woman who saw Ruby there, but she said 

nothing about him running, as I remember it. There is,a probitive 
5cLOIXAm.14 

case to be made for Ruby being both at the Texas 

Building and at the Hospital. 	There's people. By other 

witnesses. 	I believe Seth Cantor on that. He knew Jack Ruby 

well, and he was a good reporter. 	For some reason, however, 

He hasn't wanted anything to do with me from the very beginning. 

Man: 	 Who was Dean Andrews? 

Mr. Weisberg: Dean Andrews, I knew well. 	He gave me one 

invitation I'm sorry I didn't accept. 	I'm a Jazz officionato. 

I had an appoihtment to see somebody, and Dean said, "Hal, 
6-1L71.1)A,  

there's a cat coming down from Cincinnati and he 1.4,s,,es a hot 

horn and we're going to go out and we're going to play a lot 

of hot jazz." He invited me to go with them and I'm sorry 

I didn't. 

Man: 	 The movie says he was so afraid of Shaw that he 

didn't tell his name. 
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Mr. Weisberg: That's made up. 	Nobody told Andrews to
 talk. 

Andrews was quite willing to talk. Andrews gave me the 

impression, because Andrews was a man who could lie with a 

straight face. But, Andrews gave me the very definate impre
ssion 

&41-304, 	'o/u4411 

that he believed that Shaw was (Inaudible). he sent detecti
ves 

out. 	This was all strange to their experience. 	They w
ere 

lost. I'm sure if;this were the normal police duties, they 

were competent, but they were lost in this. I never knew 

Garrison to go after anybody when I was in New Orleans. 

People would come to the office, but not many of them. 

They had some people who were thoroughly unqualified. A cou
ple 

of friends of Jim Garrison's for example-- I mean of Mark 
Lane. 

Man: 	 What was the relationship between Perry and Shaw? 

Mr. Weisberg: I doubt there was any, at all, ever. 	There'
s 

one place where it was very impressive. 	They talk about 

Clinton, Louisiana. Those witnesses were very impressive, 

where Oswald supposedly went to apply for a job at a mental 

hospital, and Shaw took him up there. 

Woman: 	Was that in there? 

Man: 	 No. 

Mr. Weisberg: That was the most 11:mcredible link of any ki
nd 

Those were not only impressive witnesses, but they covered b
oth 

political extremes. They covered organized black voters, an
d 

the people opposing them. I'm surprised he left that out. 

That was the one thing he had that he could have showed as a
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Woman: 

exist? 

Mr. Weisberg: Banister was a one kind of a strange 

That was fiction? Operation Mongoose didn't 

link between Oswald and Shaw. 

Woman: 	Maybe they said it, and they didn't show it. 

Man: 	 In the movie, the link between Oswald and Shaw 

the former CIA Agent died -- 

Mr. Weisberg: He was never a CIA Agent. 

Man: 	 And his arms deliveries to Cuba. 

Mr. Weisberg: All of that was fiction. 

ultra-reactionary, and he delivered no arms to Cuba. It was 

a fiction that Oswald was associated with him. 	That story 

was pulled much later and was part of a dispute over Banister's 

estate. 	Banister's Secretary, by reputation was also his 

mistress and was named Delphine Roberts. She would not talk 

to Garrison for a long time. 	Finally, she got into a 

controversy with Banister's widow over Banister's file„.4k 

It was during the course of that controversy that she came out 

with all these far-out stories of everything Garrison wanted 

to hear. 

Woman: 	So it's revenge then? 

Mr. Weisberg: Nothing else places Oswald in Banister's --

in any association with Banister. 

Man: 	 The role of Jack Martin? 
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Mr. Weisberg: Jack Martin was a real person. They can use 

the name because he's dead. He was thoroughly undependable. 

He was very emotional. He was an alchoholic and pretty big 

liar. 	What did they say about Jack Martin? 

Man: 	 Jack Martin was beaten down by Banister. 

Mr. Weisberg: He was pistol whipped, but not for the reason 

in the script, unless they changed the script. Banister lost 

his temper. 

Man: 	 And he was an eye-witness of the arms deliveries 

to Cuba, and for that reason was afraid of Banister. 

Mr. Weisberg: That's fiction. That's not even in the book. 

The significance Jack Martin has in reality is that he was 

the one who first interested Garrison's Office, and not 

Garrison. He didn't talk to Garrison, but he interested 

Garrison's Office in the possible connection between'Sbaw and 

Oswald, and it was at the time of Assassination,and that was the 

basis of Garrison wanting Perry for questioning,at the time 

of the assassination, and other then that, he has no relevance 

to anything. It was a personal dispute between him and 

Banister, that Banister did hit him with a pistol. The rest 

of it is fiction. 

Man: 	 Up to now we have two witnesses against Shaw? 

Martin and O'Keefe? 	That's what it says in the movie. 

"My main witnesses." The third one is Logan. Does he exist? 
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Mr. Weisberg: No, but there was one witness he used, named 

Perry Russo, who was a young man. 

Woman: 	He was mentioned. 

Mr. Weisberg: I wouldn't have trusted Russo's word for anything. 

There was something I told Garrison that he never followed-up 

on. Russo had some of Oswald's literature, and I asked him 

to get it for me. He said he thought it was in his father's 

house, and his father wouldn't let him in the house. It 

was probably true. I would have wondered why a man was telling 

me this story, and out of all the people in the world, he had 

sbme of Oswaldk..t literature. Why he didn't tell me -- If I 

were Garrison, why he didn't tell me he had this literature. 

Woman: 	What literature are you referring to? What 

literature? What do you mean? 

Mr. Weisberg: Obviously, I think he said he knew Oswald. Where 

did he get the literature? Under what circumstances? 

Woman: 	Did he? 

Mr. Weisberg: He had it. He admitted that. I got it from the 

New Orleans Newspaper. 	That's where Garrison could have 

picked it up. He showed it to a reporter. 	To get back to 

what I said, as an investigator,the 	 would be immune. 

GLL'e 
Man: 	 Was Perry afraid of Shaw? 

Mr. Weisberg: They had no relationship. 
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Man: 	 In one scene, Garrison questions Perry, "Tell me 

who he is." He said, "Oh, it's impossible. He's an 

untouchable man." 

Mr. Weisberg: Garrison never told me any such thing. 

have no reason to believe they had any connection. I don't 

think that because people are hoMosexuals, they have other 

major differences then most of us. I think Shaw isthe kind 

of a man, who under no circumstances would have associated 

f)PNtj'  with ae-rry. 

about everything. 	He was over-bearing in a lot of ways. 

He wasn't very appttiiing to look at. I just don't think that 

there's any reason to assume that a cultured man like Shaw 

would have been in the same room with him. 	I'm not sayin
g 

there couldn't have been a party to which they had both 

been invited or something like that, but no, I don't think 

they had any real association. 	From most of what you're tel
ling 

me, I don't remember from all my time in New Orleans, or any 

N1-Sg 
of the records I Wrote, or from anything Garrison told me. 

I think-- I don't remember from the script but I may be wrong 

on that, what I'm really hearing is that Stone did an awful 

lot of rewriting, because he was so terrified of the original 

script. 

Woman: 	Maybe he should have just left the original script, 

because this is certainly not any better. 

Mr. Weisberg: He's within the framework of the original script. 

was crude. 	He was excessively opinionated 
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